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Summary
RIBAMOD
River Basin Modelling, Management and Flood Mitigation
Final Report
P G Samuels
Report SR 551
March 1999
The RIBAMOD Concerted Action was funded from the Fourth Framework
Programme by the European Commission and lasted from May 1996 to October
1998. Five Expert Meetings and Workshops were held during the course of the
Concerted Action. This final report presents the conclusions and
recommendations of the Concerted Action, expanding upon the headline
conclusions published in a separate project brochure. The Concerted Action
covered the following topics:
• model structure and decision support
• current policy and practice
• integrated systems for real time flood forecasting and warning
• impact of climate change on flooding
• sustainable river management
• the exceptional flood on the river Oder in Summer 1997
Although the events covered different topics the discussion often turned on similar
key issues these included
• the recognition that flood mitigation requires cross-disciplinary working from
several professional groups
• that flooding problems have considerable social dimensions and engineering
solutions are not always appropriate or possible
• the uncertainty which climate and other environmental change is bringing into
flood management
• the need to use risk assessment in flood management
During the Concerted Action the outline of holistic flood management emerged as
a sequence of
Pre-flood activities which include:
• flood risk management for all causes of flooding and disaster contingency
planning,
• construction of physical flood defence infrastructure and implementation of
forecasting and warning systems,
• land-use planning and management within the whole catchment,
• discouragement of inappropriate development within the flood plains, and
• public communication and education of flood risk and actions to take in a
flood emergency.
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Summary continued
Operational flood management which can be considered as a sequence of four
activities:
• detection of the likelihood of a flood forming (hydro-meteorology),
• forecasting of future river flow conditions from the hydro-meteorological
observations,
• warning issued to the appropriate authorities and the public on the extent,
severity and timing of the flood, and
• response by the public and the authorities.
Depending upon the severity of the event, the post-flood activities may include:
• relief for the immediate needs of those affected by the disaster,
• reconstruction of damaged buildings, infrastructure and flood defences,
• recovery and regeneration of the environment and the economic activities in
the flooded area, and
• review of the flood management activities to improve the process and planning
for future events in the area affected and more generally, elsewhere.
Each of the conclusions is linked into the discussion and the papers presented at
the Concerted Action events and they are presented under the themes of
• River Basin Modelling
• River Basin Management
• Flood Mitigation
Following the presentation of the conclusions, there is a summary of future
challenges for research, development and practice. Appendix 1 gives summary
administrative information for the Concerted Action. The proceedings of each of
the RIBAMOD events are published by the European Commission and the
contents for each volume is given in Appendix 2
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1. INTRODUCTION – WHAT IS RIBAMOD
At the close of the Second RIBAMOD Workshop, Professor Jim Dooge, reminded the participants of the
purpose and importance of the Concerted Action (Dooge & Samuels, 1998)
“In the midst of all the exciting technical and scientific issues raised during the workshop, it is important
for us not to lose sight of why the European Commission has funded the RIBAMOD Concerted Action.
These workshops and expert meetings have been sponsored because we, in the scientific community, have
been set the task of responding to a real social problem which affects the quality of life of many European
citizens. Indeed flooding from all causes is the most significant natural disaster world-wide with over
200,000 human lives being lost in floods in the decade between 1986 and 1995 (Munch Re, 1997) and over
10,000 in 1997 (Munich Re, 1998). Each one of these deaths has been a tragedy for the family involved.
More than this, those who survive the flood may suffer prolonged health problems or face financial ruin
through the loss of home, possessions and livelihood.”

1.1

A brief international perspective on flooding

In recent years much attention in the European and International media has been given to floods. For
example, in France 42 people died in 1992 during the flash flooding in Vaison-la-Romaine, basin wide
floods caused widespread disruption and losses in the Rhine and Meuse basins in 1992, 1993 and 1995,
and exceptional flooding struck the Po in 1994. In 1997 severe flooding occurred in several parts of
Europe, both as localised flash floods and as basin-wide floods on major river systems causing loss of life,
distress and disruption. The year started with flash flooding in Athens in mid January and then in July
exceptional rainfall in the Czech Republic and Poland caused catastrophic flooding on the Oder river
killing over 100 people and laying waste to vast areas of the countryside. Again, in early November, flash
floods occurred, this time in Spain and Portugal with over 20 people losing their lives. Internationally in
the 1990’s, severe flooding has devastated the Mississippi basin, and thousands of lives have been lost
directly or indirectly from flooding in many countries including Bangladesh, China, Guatemala, Honduras,
Somalia and South Africa. Internationally, floods pose the most one of the most widely distributed natural
risks to life, whereas other natural hazards such as avalanche, landslide, earthquake and vulcanism are
more regional in their distribution.
Most nations have institutional and physical infrastructure to combat floods and their effects, and in many
cases these have a long history. For example, in the middle Loire valley some major flood embankments
are over 200 years old and the courses of the Rivers Rhine and Danube were substantially straightened
before 1900 providing improved navigation and flood control. In Hungary, there is documentary evidence
of flood defence works as early as the 13th Century and in the UK flood defence legislation can be traced
back to 1531. However, with increasing social and economic development bringing pressure on land use
within the flood plains of rivers, the potential for flood damage is increasing on many rivers. Added to this
is a popular conception that flooding is increasing in frequency and severity, possibly induced by changes
in the Earth’s climate. It is against this background that the RIBAMOD Concerted Action took place.
Following concern expressed by several EU member states, the Directorate General of Science, Research
and Development of the European Commission (DG XII) organised an expert workshop in May 1995 to
discuss the state-of-the-art and research needs in the area of river flood management. As a consequence,
DG XII funded the RIBAMOD Concerted Action as a part of the Fourth Framework Research programme,
co-ordinated by HR Wallingford with a steering group drawn from six countries. RIBAMOD is an
acronym for River Basin Modelling, Management and Flood Mitigation.
The Concerted Action focused on flooding within the framework of integrated river management.
Participants in the Concerted Action have come from most member states of the EU as well as the USA,
Paraguay, Switzerland, Poland and the Czech republic. There are several different types of flooding and it
is important to take account of their characteristics in developing mitigation and alleviation measures.
Flooding may be:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

localised or distributed
fast response or slowly developing
generated by precipitation (both rainfall and snowmelt),
caused by the failure of a structure (dam, embankment, control gate etc) or
from marine conditions.

The RIBAMOD Concerted Action considered flooding in the first three of the above categories (although
in some cases high river flows will bring about the failure of structures and exceptionally high floods can
overflow river embankments). In addition, severe meteorological conditions may trigger instabilities in
the land surface generating debris flows, particularly in mountainous areas. The catastrophe in Sarno
(Italy) in May 1998 is a recent and tragic example of the power of mudflows. Other EC research initiatives
cover land instabilities and RIBAMOD did not consider these in detail. However, the review by Casale &
Samuels (1998), completed as a part of the RIBAMOD Concerted Action, did include EC projects on
debris flows, and thus some research needs in this area are identified in Section 5 below.

1.2

The Objectives

The Concerted Action had five main functions:• to identify difficulties arising from past management practices,
• to identify the state-of-the-art in its area,
• to identify best practice,
• to take an overview of current EU research projects in the area, and
• to identify research needs.
It was also expected that other benefits would ensue from the RIBAMOD Concerted Action including:
• establishing an informal network of researchers and practitioners, and
• transfer of information, results and experience between existing research programmes and practitioners.
It was intended that RIBAMOD would
•

facilitate understanding of technical and policy issues in flood management,

•

examine how advanced modelling should support planning, design, operation and maintenance of
flood defence systems and

•

identify methods and procedures for sustainable development, management and use of the river and its
catchment.

These objectives were met through experts from many disciplines, from researchers to flood managers,
meeting and sharing knowledge and experience during the RIBAMOD events.

1.3

The RIBAMOD events

The Concerted Action comprised five events, the first four of which were planned at the outset of the
project. The final expert meeting was organised in response to the exceptional flooding in the Oder River
valley in the Czech Republic, Poland and Germany during the summer of 1997.
Event
Expert Meeting 1

Location
Horshølm, Denmark

Date
10-11 October 1996

Workshop 1
Expert Meeting 2

Delft, The Netherlands
Monselice, Italy

13-14 February 1997
26-27 June 1997

Workshop 2

Wallingford, UK

26-27 February 1998

Expert Meeting 3

Potsdam, Germany

18 May 1998
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Forecasting and Modelling – Model
structure and decision support
Current Policy and Practice
Forecasting and Modelling – Real time
warning and risk mitigation
Sustainable Use of River Catchments,
and, Climate Change
The Oder Flood of Summer 1997
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1.4

The outputs of the Concerted Action

The principal outputs of the Concerted Action are the collected papers from each of the events, printed by
the EC as proceedings.
1.

Bronstert A, Ghazi A, Hladny J, Kundzewicz Z & Menzel L, (1999), The Odra / Oder Flood in
Summer1997, Proceedings of the RIBAMOD European Expert Meeting in Potsdam, 18 May 1998, Report
48, Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, (also to be published by the EC, DG XII)

2. Casale R, Havnø K & Samuels P (Eds), 1997, RIBAMOD River basin modelling management and flood
mitigation Concerted Action, Proceedings of the first expert meeting on Model Structure and Decision
Support, EUR 17456 EN, ISBN 92-827-9562-4
3. Casale R, Pedroli G B & Samuels P (Eds), 1998, RIBAMOD River basin modelling management and
flood mitigation Concerted Action, Proceedings of the first workshop on Current Policy and Practice,
EUR 18019 EN, ISBN 92-828-2002-5
4. Casale R, Borga M, Baltas E & Samuels P (Eds), 1999, RIBAMOD River basin modelling management
and flood mitigation Concerted Action, Proceedings of the Workshop and Second Expert Meeting on
Integrated Systems for Real Time Flood forecasting and Warning, (to appear)
5. Casale R, Samuels P & Bronstert A (Eds), 1999, RIBAMOD River basin modelling management and
flood mitigation Concerted Action, Proceedings of the Second Workshop on Impact of Climate Change on
flooding and Sustainable River Management, (to appear).
Six newsletters were issued in the course of RIBAMOD to disseminate the outline of the results of the
Concerted Action widely, these were distributed by mail and through the project Internet site on the Coordinator’s server with the URL http://www.hrwallingford.co.uk/projects/RIBAMOD
Newsletter
Issue
1
2
3
4
5
6

Date

Subject

June 1996
November 1996
June 1997
October 1997
May 1998
November 1998

Announcing RIBAMOD and its objectives
Report of Expert Meeting 1
Report of Workshop 1
Report of Expert Meeting 2
Report of Workshop 1
Report of Expert Meeting 3

In addition a review was undertaken with the EC of the advances made in selected research projects,
Casale R & Samuels P (1998), Hydrological Risks - analysis of recent results from EC research and
technological development actions, European Commission, Directorate General of Science, Research and
Development, BRUSSELS
At the time of preparation of this final report a paper is planned for submission by the Partners for
publication in an appropriate refereed journal.

1.5

Layout of this report

The body of this final report covers the main conclusions of RIBAMOD developed by the RIBAMOD
Steering Group. The conclusions are identified in bold type in ‘boxes’ in the following sections, they also
are given in summary form in a separate brochure available from DG XII, the Co-ordinator and the
members of the RIBAMOD steering group.
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The conclusions are presented in the same order as in the Brochure and are grouped under the three themes
of the RIBAMOD title:
•
•
•

River Basin Modelling (Section 2)
River Basin Management (Section 3)
Flood Mitigation (Section 4)

Section 5 of this final report presents some challenges to guide further research, development and future
practice.
Appendix 1 contains a summary of the contractual and administrative arrangements of the RIBAMOD
project.
Appendix 2 lists the paper titles and authors for each of the events.
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2. RIVER BASIN MODELLING
2.1

Types of model

River basin modelling in one form or another featured in all of the RIBAMOD events. Deterministic
simulation is a principal method of analysis for meteorological forecasting, real-time hydrological
modelling and flow simulation in rivers. Expert Meetings 1 and 2 covered modelling issues in some detail,
and the proceedings of these events provide a good snap-shot of the current techniques in use both in
practice and as research tools.
There are three main uses of simulation models and these were all illustrated in the papers presented at the
RIBAMOD events:
• Modelling for real-time forecasting
• Modelling for basin planning and regulation
• Modelling for design and analysis of flood defence and river engineering works
These application areas have distinct characteristics and scales (temporal and spatial). The influence of
“Scale” on model choice and parameterisation arose in several of the RIBAMOD events and the paper by
Bruen (1997b) at the Second Expert Meeting gives an overview of the issues involved. River basin
management in Europe involves actions and policies covering a wide range of spatial and temporal scales
and an important conclusion of the Concerted Action is that:
There is no universal model applicable in all circumstances, but the model is tied to the study objectives
This conclusion is identified in the Second Expert Meeting for the specific context of real-time flood
forecasting (Issue 31 in the Appendix to Kundzewicz & Samuels (1997)). However, the conclusion may
be drawn more broadly for the whole of the area of activity of RIBAMOD.
The process models of principal concern for flood mitigation are
• Meteorological modelling for real-time forecasting
• Climate modelling with appropriate downscaling to generate information at the basin-scale
• Simulation of the processes transforming precipitation into river flow for forecasting or impact
assessments
• Simulation of flows in rivers and their associated flood plains.
The papers presented during the Concerted Action provide an overview of current modelling techniques
including the state of the art in some areas. This is especially the case for flood forecasting, which has
been the subject of much recent EC funded research (Casale & Samuels, 1998). The simulation models
used in the examples cited in the RIBAMOD events include those listed below. The references given for
the models are to papers presented at the RIBAMOD events which illustrate the use of a particular model
rather than the source reference to the model formulation by its originator.
Meteorological and Climate Processes
Modelling atmospheric processes requires substantial resources and the most advanced computational
technology and so is mainly undertaken by specialist centres. For weather forecasting these include the
Deutscher Wetter Dienst (DWD), the European Centre for Mid-range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) and
the UK Meteorological Office (UKMO). Long term climate modelling in the EU is carried out by two
main centres of expertise, which are the Hadley Centre (part of the UKMO) and the Max Planck Institute
for Meteorology in Hamburg (Germany). The information on synoptic-scale weather forecasts and
regional climate scenarios and some of the process models used by participants in the RIBAMOD events
came mainly from these organisations.
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One area of current development is the use of information from limited area meteorological models
(LAMs) for practical forecasting in real-time. Specific examples of LAMs in the RIBAMOD proceedings
are:
ALADIN (see Salek, 1998)
DALAM (see Gozzini et al, 1997)
HIRLAM, (see Bruen, 1997a)
Hydrological Processes
Hydrological process models are used to transform precipitation into stream flow (or run-off) or to
estimate representative flood discharges for the design and assessment of flood defence works. These
models are based upon several conceptualisations of the hydrological processes within the river basin.
Some models are event-based, producing hypothetical flood hydrographs suitable for design whereas
others provide a continuous simulation of the river flows. The models discussed in the RIBAMOD events
are representative of those in current practice internationally but certainly do not include all possibilities.
No attempt was made within the Concerted Action to catalogue the domain of application or reliability of
the models mentioned in RIBAMOD because the funding for the Concerted Action was directed at
stimulating participation in the events rather than undertaking specific research tasks. The hydrological
models illustrated in the RIBAMOD proceedings include:
AGREGEE from CEMAGREF, (see Gendreau & Gillard, 1997)
ARNO from University of Bologna (see Todini et al, 1997)
BROOK, (see Bronstert et al, 1998)
CLS from University of Bologna (see Bruen, 1997a)
HBV from Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (see Bergström, 1996)
LISFLOOD from the EC Joint Research Centre, (see De Roo, 1998)
MIKE-SHE from Danish Hydraulic Institute (see Refsgaard & Havnø, 1996)
PDM, from the Institute of Hydrology (see Moore & Jones, 1996)
PINE, (see Killingtveit et al, 1998)
RHINEFLOW (see Middlekoop et al, 1998)
SHETRAN from the University of Newcastle upon Tyne, (see Kilsby et al, 1998)
SINBAD, (see Killingtveit et al, 1998)
TOPMODEL from the University of Lancaster, (see Borga & Frank, 1997)
River Flow Simulation
There is less diversity in approach to the hydrodynamic representation of river flows than there is to
representation of the surface hydrological processes. Most of the models listed below are based upon the
St. Venant Equations (SVE) representing one-dimensional flow, except PAB which uses a further
approximation to the SVE, and CVFE and WAQUA which are two-dimensional models. The river
hydrodynamic models mention in RIBAMOD include:
CVFE, from University of Bologna (see Catelli et al, 1998)
DWOPER from the US National Weather Service (see Moore & Jones, 1996)
ISIS from HR Wallingford and Halcrow (see Sas et al, 1997)
MIKE11 from the Danish Hydraulic Institute (see Refsgaard & Havnø, 1996)
PAB, from University of Bologna (see Catelli et al, 1998)
SOBEK from Delft Hydraulics (see Parmet 1997)
WAQUA from Delft Hydraulics (see Klijn et al, 1998)
ZWENDL (see Duel et al, 1998)
Thus there is a diversity of commercial and academic modelling software for specific components of the
hydrological cycle, which has been illustrated well within the RIBAMOD events. This partly reflects the
relative maturity of the science of hydrological modelling (at least for the land surface components of the
hydrological cycle), indeed there are some national “standard” methods for approach to some aspects for
modelling to support flood mitigation. However in recognition of the duplication of hydrological
simulation models, one of the recommendations from the First Expert Meeting was that a priority area for
research was on rainfall-runoff models to produce better but fewer models (Cunge & Samuels, 1996).
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The next advances in the science of river basin modelling are likely to come from coupling together of
process models to examine interactions in the hydrological and related natural systems. In accordance with
the European principle of subsidiarity, this coupling should also respect, where scientifically appropriate,
different preferences and practice of individual institutions and authorities for use of standard software for
the representation and simulation of particular processes.

2.2

Integrated Catchment Modelling

Currently advances in the practice of modelling are coming from the exploitation of modern Telematics
technologies (it is in recognition of this that DG XIII has established the RIPARIUS Concerted Action).
These new technologies will enhance the human-computer interaction (HCI) methods available to the
practitioner. This will alter the interface between the “user”, the simulation model, its data and results and
rules describing the broader social economic and political context of environment in which decisions on
river basin management are made.
Integrated Catchment Modelling (ICM) has been recognised as an important area for research and
development in the coming years. For example, research in ICM was recommended by the recent EC Task
Force on Environment-Water (European Commission, 1998) and catchment-scale modelling in certain
sectors has formed part of the work programme for the Fourth Framework Programme (FPIV). The need
for integrated catchment models is also implied by the General Conclusions of the First Workshop (Casale
et al, 1988, p384) reported from the closing comments of Professor Cluckie.
• “The main focus in flood management research should be on basin-wide integrated solutions…
• Developments in information technology and informatics present huge potential for the floods
community…”
These trends and scientific needs lead to the next conclusion of RIBAMOD.
There is need to develop integrated catchment modelling, based on an “open system” philosophy to
combine existing process models, tailored to the local needs and preferences.
The need for integrated modelling is also implicit to support the conclusions in Sections 3 and 4 below on
sustainable river management and a holistic approach to flood defence. In the past the provision of flood
defences has been somewhat piecemeal with lack of feedback between impacts of catchment-scale landuse changes, specific river engineering projects and human use of the flood plains.
In the RIBAMOD meetings some ICM approaches were described for flood forecasting including the
following systems:
DHYMAS from the from University of Padova (see Fattorelli et al, 1997)
EFFORTS from the University of Bologna (see Todini et al, 1997)
RFFS-ICA from the Institute of Hydrology (see Moore & Jones, 1996)
MISTERE from LHF (see Cunge & Samuels, 1996)
There are differences in the above approaches on the degree of integration which is sought between the
models of the various processes, and this affects the closeness of the coupling that can be achieved. Cunge
& Samuels (1996) note that the RFFS-ICA identifies model components as the fundamental building
blocks of the ICM and this will enable coupling of processes, if needed, at the time-step level of the
calculations. Coarser grained coupling is achieved through the construction of an ICM using a common
database to archive the data and results of individual process models and this is the type architecture
adopted by the MISTERE model management system. In this latter approach, coupling can only be
achieved sequentially along the modelling process chain at the temporal resolution at which the model
results are transferred between the different process modelling “tools”.
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An important feature of the concept of the “Open System” is that its architecture and communication are
public so that the contents of the integrated modelling system are not restricted to the simulation models
from a particular supplier. Integration of a variety of process modelling tools for river basin management
within an open system could be achieved by the adoption of standard protocols for model information
exchange within a shell which supports common tasks and data for categories of models. The potential
scientific and application benefits of this approach are being explored and demonstrated within the
EUROTAS project. This was one of three new projects on hydrological risks announced as part of FPIV at
the RIBAMOD Second Expert Meeting (see Newsletter No 4).
A further development from integration of process model is the incorporation in an ICM of a decision
support system (DSS) to assist the user of the models in achieving their goals effectively and reaching
appropriate conclusions and courses of action. Refsgaard & Havnø (1996) give examples of DSS in
hydrological and river system modelling. They identify the need to incorporate into the DSS broader
information than has been traditionally the case for hydrological modelling, including environmental,
economic and socio-political information. DSS is an active area of development and application of
technology in the Telematics sector, growing out of research on artificial intelligence (AI) and Intelligent
Knowledge Based Systems (IKBS) in the 1980’s. In the specific context of flood forecasting, Catelli et al
(1998) describe the FLOODSS decision support for inundation risk evaluation and emergency
management which has been developed within the EC funded project DESIREE using the results of the
EFFORTS research (Todini et al, 1997)
The development of DSS should ameliorate some potential difficulties in model application which were
identified by Cunge & Samuels (1996) in the conclusions to the First Expert Meeting. These difficulties
include:
• lack of appreciation of the range of uncertainty in the model results
• the temptation to believe every number that a computer produces
• illusory visualisation of model results (smoothing or removing “unwanted” features)
• the possibility of using models outside their range of definition
• unsatisfactory calibration of the model

2.3

Developments of simulation modelling

Although the science of free-surface hydraulics and, perhaps to a lesser degree, of hydrology is mature, the
First RIBAMOD Expert Meeting identified that additional knowledge and understanding is required in
some specific areas. These areas for process research are listed in greater detail below to support the
conclusion:
Some development is needed of process models, particularly impact assessment of different environmental
scenarios
In the Conclusions of the First Expert Meeting (Cunge & Samuels, 1996), the following development
needs are identified:
• sediment transport in “real” river cases
• cohesive sediment transport,
• long term river morphology (plan form and section shape)
• interaction of pollutant with sediments, and
• flow simulation in steep and mountainous rivers
• computational methods adapted to the long time-scale of morphological processes
In the Second Expert Meeting the following development needs were identified (Kundzewicz & Samuels,
1997):
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•
•
•
•
•
•

design of the hydro-meteorological data network with sufficient redundancy to achieve the required
accuracy and the security of information for forecasting in the most severe conditions,
improved now-casting procedures based upon more realistic process descriptions of atmospheric
physics,
integration of data of different type, accuracy and source to determine the state of the atmosphere, of
the river catchment and of the flood defence system,
transfer of data and information at various scales in forming the link between different models
(meteorological, hydrological, hydraulic),
a better understanding and quantification of the uncertainty in the forecasting process, and
the development of probabilistic forecasts rather than specific values (e.g. maximum water level).

In addition issue 30 Appendix 1 of (Kundzewicz & Samuels, 1997) restates the need identified by Borrows
(1997) of
• how should the forecasting model account for the antecedent state of the catchment
The importance of the need to account for the antecedent conditions is linked to the triggering of debris or
mudflows and this is one of the research needs identified in the review paper of Casale & Samuels (1998)
which are also incorporated into Section 5 below. The tragedy in Sarno (Italy) in early 1998 underlined
the urgent need for such understanding.
One theme at the Second Workshop was the impact of climate change on flooding. Dooge & Samuels
(1998) discuss the needs for model development in the following terms.
“Research is needed on the coupling between hydrological and meteorological models on the response
of vegetation cover to changes in climate and on the consequent changes in evapo-transpiration and
runoff. Research is also needed to determine the most appropriate means of downscaling general
circulation model (GCM) scenarios for use in flood risk assessments. Key factors to account for are:
•

errors and uncertainties in the GCM results,

•

different meteorological mechanisms which generate precipitation and how these vary with the
climate, and

•

how to change precipitation to match new totals from the GCM by the changing either number of
wet days or the intensity of precipitation or both.”

The paper by Bronstert et al (1998), which was presented at the Second Workshop, describes the need for
research to improve understanding of the response of land surface cover and vegetation to climate change
and the consequent influence on the catchment hydrology. Specific issues where model development is
needed include
• water retention by land-cover,
• processes which influence infiltration through the soil , and
• the dominant runoff generation processes in severe storms.

2.4

The need for inter-disciplinarity

The participants at all the RIBAMOD events came form a variety of technical and professional
backgrounds. The events thus provided a valuable opportunity for the participants to extend and
consolidate their network of contacts in the general field of flood modelling and river management. Many
of the technical presentations and subsequent discussions illustrated the complexity of the interactions
between the scientific understanding of the processes involved in flood generation, river management and
the economic, social and political context within which river management and flood mitigation takes place.
This cross-fertilisation of ideas, technologies and practice is seen as a strength of the RIBAMOD activities,
but the need for such interdisciplinary communication did not end with the completion of the Concerted
Action.
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One of the general conclusions of Workshop 1 (Casale et al, 1998 p384) was that
“Inter-disciplinarity is crucial to solve the complex problems of flood forecasting and protection …”
In their paper to the Second Expert Meeting, Obled and Datin (1997) observed that:
“However, one must wonder why there exist so few effectively operated warning systems and
speculate about the gap between tools developed for research and those actually implemented.”
Hence an important conclusion of the Concerted Action is that:
Better communication is needed between professional communities so that full benefit can be derived
from their individual scientific advances.
From the discussions at the RIBAMOD events, specific areas can be identified where better
communication is needed.
•
•
•
•
•

between meteorologists and hydrologists to improve flood forecasting
between climate modellers and the hydrologists in generating information from general circulation models
of climate scenarios appropriate to river basin-scale climate change impact assessment,
between the developers of engineering models and researchers in informatics in optimising the use of
Telematics technologies to support decisions in river flood forecasting and river basin management
between engineers, planners and ecologists for the design of flood defences, and
between the research community and operational agencies in the implementation of research advances to
the benefit of the citizen.
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3. RIVER BASIN MANAGEMENT
3.1

Sustainable management of rivers and their basins

Rivers and their adjacent flood plain corridors fulfil a variety of functions both as parts of the natural
ecosystem and for a variety of human uses, these include
• conveyance of catchment runoff and sediment from source to sea
• habitat for diverse flora and fauna
• water resource (potable supply, agriculture and industry)
• effluent disposal (point source and diffuse)
• hydropower
• navigation route
• fishing
• leisure and amenity
Thus rivers are a fundamental part of the natural, social and economic systems in every country and feature
prominently in policies for land management. There is also increasing public interest and pressure for
sensitive management of rivers and their corridors in many European countries.
The principle of Sustainable Development has received international acceptance and commitment as a
fundamental policy aim for national governments and supra-national institutions, particularly since the
1992 Earth Summit at Rio (Unite Nations, 1993). The classic definition of sustainability was formulated
in the Bruntland (1987) report as development which “ …meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” However, the working out of this
principle in practice presents considerable challenges in that the impacts of development have to be
assessed in a holistic manner with long time-horizons. In terms of river basin management, at its broadest
scale, it may encompass
• scenarios for social, legal and political institutions
• spatial planning of land use, agriculture and industry
• scenarios for the future climate and associated impacts and adaptations
• scenarios for future demography, resource demands, trade, societal expectations etc.
There is need to promote understanding of concepts relating to sustainable development both with the
general public and with the professional community. The pathway for sustainable development and
management of flood plains must be achievable (technically, economically, socially and politically). It
will require a broad view of the interventions in the river catchment rather than local single-issue design or
management. Traditionally planning has been restricted to a select few politicians and professionals but
future planning will have to be open with an informed public. There is a different philosophical basis for
the provision of structural and non-structural flood defence. Historically man has sought to tame the flood
through the construction of embankments and reservoirs to provide security for occupants of the flood
plains. However, non-structural measures, such as flood plain zoning, development control, infiltration
standards for new development and flood warning, recognise that flooding will still occur as part of the
natural processes within the river basin. Difficult choices may arise in the management and protection of
existing development and infrastructure on the river flood plain where this conflicts with the policy of
sustainable flood plain management.
Issues relating to the management and mitigation of floods are, of course, a sub-set of the issues in river
basin management. The sustainable management of rivers was one of the main subjects for the Second
RIBAMOD workshop (Casale, Samuels & Bronstert, 1999). In his keynote contribution Galloway (1998)
presented the thesis that sustainable development will occur, but his judgement was that there would be
substantial challenges for the water resources community to achieve this. He identified the following
challenges
• lack of public understanding of the issues
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•
•
•
•
•
•

rigidity in application administrative units which cut across river basin boundaries
bureaucracy
new players in the water sector – e.g. NGOs
bias in project procedures which favour structural solutions
lack of interdisciplinary approach
appropriate use of new technologies

In his contribution to RIBAMOD, Galloway produced an action agenda which is encapsulated in the
following conclusion:
The involvement of the public, politicians and professionals is essential in working out the sustainable
development and management of river basins – the professional community must become involved in the
public debate
Galloway drew his conclusions partly from his report for the US Government into the Great Mississippi
flood of 1993. Some of these themes occur again in the contribution of Handmer (1997) to the First
Workshop, reporting on the EC funded EUROFLOOD project. He identified that flood hazard and its
management is linked in a variety of ways to sustainable development including public participation in
decisions, maintaining the integrity of the ecosystem and preserving biodiversity. In addition, Handmer
concluded that currently public participation is weakly developed in many countries.
In his discussion of “Towards sustainable development of water resources”, Kundzewicz (1998) identifies
that the approach of living with floods seems more sustainable than the historic approach of combating
floods. He concludes that flood protection by catchment management, accommodating flood in flood
plains and polders, flood proof construction and insurance measures deserve careful consideration. These
are mostly non-structural approaches to the provision of flood defence and are taken up in a conclusion of
RIBAMOD discussed in Section 4.1 below.
Some of the practical issues involved in achieving sustainable management of rivers are identified in the
contributions of Borrows et al (1998) and de Smidt & van Westen (1997). Borrows et al discuss practices
for the sustainable maintenance of rivers and they identify:
• the need for an integrated approach with other catchment management practices,
• for careful timing of maintenance operations,
• for training of those involved in river maintenance and
• the use of more environmentally sensitive forms of river engineering and bank protection.
De Smidt and van Westen describe guidance in the Netherlands of incorporating Landscape, Nature and
Cultural Heritage (LNC-values) into the decision process. The national policy is to preserve the LNCvalues as far as is consistent with the provision of public safety from flooding. Mapping the LNC interests
and values is a prerequisite to making informed decisions on flood protection at the national, regional and
local scales.

3.2

Flood Risk Management

The exposure of a community or enterprise in a particular area to flood risk is a combination of two
factors, the probability of flood hazard in the area and the vulnerability of the area to undesirable
consequences and economic loss should flooding occur (see for example Gendreau & Gilard, 1997). Thus
mitigation of flood risk can be accomplished through managing either or both of the hazard and
vulnerability, broadly speaking flood hazard may be reduced through structural measures which alter the
frequency of flood levels in an area. The vulnerability of a community to flood loss can be mitigated
though changing or regulating land use, through flood warning and effective emergency response. These
issues are covered in more detail in Section 4.1 below. However, the ultimate goal of sustainable
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development will require that a holistic view be taken of the management of flood risk. Thus all potential
means of flood mitigation should be examined, seeking those which are technically feasible, economically
and environmentally sound and sustainable. Building upon the conclusions of the working groups at the
First Workshop on Flood Risks and Integrated Flood Protection (Casale et al 1998, pp382-3) the following
general conclusion has been drawn:
There is need for a catchment view of flood risk management, fully integrated with environmental
effects, rather than a collection of unconnected, individual measures
The Belgian experience reported by Muys (1997) gives an illustration of a methodology which addresses
flood protection as an integrated process over entire river basins. Many of the conclusions of the Belgian
specialists accord with those of the reviews of the Mississippi and Rhine floods by Galloway (1995) and
the International Commission for the Protection of the Rhine (1995).
No flood defence structure can be engineered for absolute security, there are potential failures from
inadequate design, construction techniques and materials, unknown foundation conditions; failures can
occur in operation for example though the breakdown of power supplies or the blockage of the structure
with debris. The older the structure, the greater is likely to be the uncertainty in its performance under
stress. Thus the hazard of flooding is more than the hydro-meteorological conditions which exceed the
expected capacity of the defence, failure of the line of defence below the design standard needs to be
considered. Although the main focus of RIBAMOD was flash and lowland flooding of inland rivers, one
issue raised during the First Expert Meeting (Cunge & Samuels, 1996) was the fact that flooding poses
similar threats and causes damage from whatever source. Hence a conclusion of RIBAMOD is as follows:
Flood risks should be evaluated from all potential hazard sources
There are other possible sources of flooding of area not directly related to a high river flow. These include:
• surface flooding in urban areas from blocked or inadequate storm sewers
• congestion of drainage systems behind major embankments which cannot evacuate by gravity
• flooding from storm surge and waves in the tidal reaches of a river
• catastrophic failure of a dam
The best means of managing the risk will depend upon the source of the flooding hazard but there will be
several factors in common. A fundamental need is to map the areas of hazard together with land use to
indicate the extent and severity of the risk.

3.3

The Challenge of Environmental and Climate Change

The IPCC (1996) Second Assessment Report concludes that there is evince for a discernible human
influence on the climate. This change in the climate will have many impacts on the hydrological cycle
directly through changing patterns and types of precipitation and indirectly through changes in land cover,
land use and the soil moisture budget. In addition human adaptation to the changing climate may produce
increased vulnerability to flood hazards, thereby increasing flood risk.
Current assessments of the impact of climate change on flooding are far from certain since flooding and
the natural hazard it poses arise from a complex interaction of physical, biological and human factors.
These compound the uncertainties which are inherent in the choice and modelling of future climate
scenarios. Although the rise in mean sea level will bring a widespread increase coastal flood risk, the
effect of climate change on river flood risks is likely to show significant regional and seasonal variation.
The studies to date of climate impact on flood risk have greater uncertainty than flood frequency estimates
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for the current climate, see for example Saelthum et al, (1998) and also Beven & Blazkova (1998) who
present a framework for estimating the uncertainty.
Analyses of historic and reconstructed flood records in major river basins have indicated linkage between
major (natural) climate variation and the occurrence of severe floods. In a study of the flood history on the
River Rhine from about 1000 AD, Krahe (1998) noted different types of flood occur depending upon the
prevailing climatic conditions with an increase in flood intensity in the second half of the 20th Century due
to a higher number of warmer, precipitation rich winters. However, Bergström & Lindström (1998) found
no significant evidence for climate impact on flood frequency in Sweden.
In the conclusions to the Second Workshop, Dooge & Samuels (1998) discuss the effects and uncertainties
of environmental changes on flooding in the following terms.
“Many traditional methods of design flood estimation are limited by an implicit assumption on the
stationarity of the climate and catchment response (over the period of hydrological record). However
there will be influences in this record from changes in land-use and land cover (form natural or
anthropogenic causes) and from changes in the climate. Important questions are:
• distinguishing natural variability and trends from anthropogenic changes,
• should “safety factors” be introduced to account for our imperfect knowledge, and
• what are the design objectives for any proposed intervention in the river system.
The meteorological driving forces which will influence flood risk include precipitation (type, intensity,
volume, seasonality, etc), temperature and wind-speed. The potential impacts of climate change on
flooding are complex with variations regionally and seasonally and other climate-induced changes
(apart from floods) in flow regimes will also have important consequences in river basins (e.g. the
security of yield of surface water resource and hydropower systems). This implies that it is unlikely
that a single universal impact model or methodology will be appropriate. The most appropriate type
of hydrological model for climate impact assessment will depend upon the catchment and process
scales and the impacts under investigation. Initial model investigations indicate that flood risks may
be enhanced by changes in climate in several locations in Europe, whereas in other areas the flood
risk may be reduced. The future variability of river flow may increase which will impact upon the
frequency distribution of flood flows.”
In order to assess the adaptations needed for mitigation of any increased flood risk and the time-scales for
decision, it is necessary to examine patterns of flooding under future climate scenarios. Hence, following
the discussion from Dooge & Samuels (1998) quoted in Section 2.3 and above, a conclusion of the
Concerted Action is as follows.
The need is increasing to understand the effects of environmental change on flood risk
Several examples of impact assessment for flooding were presented during the RIBAMOD events, with
differing results. Burlando et al (1996) reported increases in flood peaks of up to 10% for a basin in Italy,
Reynard & Crooks (1998) considered both climate and land-use changes for two basins in England with
changes of up to 20%. In a study of a complex alpine basin, Burlando (1998) demonstrated marked
seasonal changes in runoff, particularly in the spring. Bronstert et al (1998) demonstrate seasonality in the
estimated climate impact on flooding in a basin in Germany. However, their assessment of land cover
change was that it played only a minor rôle in winter flood frequency and they speculated on a greater
influence on vegetation on summer flooding.
Clearly much remains to be understood on the linkage between climate and flooding and sound scientific
research is needed to identify and attribute any impacts on climate change on flood risk.
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3.4

Trans-border Rivers

Several major European rivers cross or form national boundaries, for example the Rhine and its tributaries,
the Danube, the Meuse, the Elbe and the Oder. Thus flood management in these rivers has the additional
complexity of requiring international co-ordination and co-operation. This has led to the formation of
international commissions to cover many issues including flooding on the Danube, Meuse and Rhine.
Muys (1997) illustrates the decision processes in the Meuse River, drawing in recommendations from the
Rhine Commission and US practice from Galloway (1995). The papers from the Expert Meeting on the
Oder floods (Bronstert et al, 1998) describe the influence of the failure of embankments in the upper
reaches of the river in reducing the potential flood discharge and flood levels in the lower reaches. The
issues in managing trans-border rivers are not restricted to the major rivers given as examples above, and a
conclusion of RIBAMOD is that:
The special status of trans-border rivers must be recognised so that their management is undertaken as
a whole rather than within administrative boundaries.
As a part of the discussions of the Oder floods, Nawalany (1998), set out a series of fifteen potential
conflicts which can arise in flood management in trans-border rivers, together with suggested means of
resolution. The solutions are based upon negotiation between the stakeholders, planning flood defence
measures taking account of effects outside a single country and the provision and sharing of flood warning
information. The EURAQUA network has also considered the international dimensions to flood
management as reported by Lüllwitz (1997), here he indicates the different scales appropriate for decision
making for various water resources issues, with flood defence and river basin management extending from
local to international scale.
The discussions at the First Workshop identified a critical need for improved operational management of
flooding as being for digital real-time information on the meteorological conditions over the river
catchment and its hydrological response. European standardisation of data exchange and forecasting
approaches could deliver real benefit in improving flood warnings; this could be developed by undertaking
selected pilot studies.
Particular trans-national issues on flood management which arose on the RIBAMOD events include:
• hydro-meteorological networks for flood forecasting
• trans-border compilation of radar images for flood forecasting
• sharing flood forecast information between states
• river engineering and flood plain management
• operation of flood storage systems
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4. FLOOD MITIGATION
4.1

A Holistic Approach

There was a recognition from amongst the RIBAMOD participants that flood mitigation depends upon
much more than just the technical area of river basin modelling, its application to flood forecasting and its
use in the planning and design of flood defences. The review by Kundzewicz (1997) of the impact of the
1997 flood on the Oder River in Poland, the Czech Republic and Germany, and the subsequent discussion
at the Second Expert Meeting, crystallised the concept of a holistic approach to flood management
(Kundzewicz and Samuels, 1997). The conclusion of the Concerted Action is that:
There is a need for a holistic approach to flood management (pre-flood planning, operational flood
management and post-flood response).

The outline of holistic flood management was given in the fourth RIBAMOD newsletter and recurred in
the Expert Meeting on the Oder floods. The mitigation of flood damage and loss does not only depend upon
the actions during floods but is a combination of pre-flood preparedness, operational flood management and
post-flood reconstruction and review. It comprises the following elements.
Pre-flood activities which include:
•
flood risk management for all causes of flooding
•
disaster contingency planning to establish evacuation routes, critical decision thresholds, public
service and infrastructure requirements for emergency operations etc.
•
construction of flood defence infrastructure, both physical defences and implementation of
forecasting and warning systems,
•
maintenance of flood defence infrastructure
•
land-use planning and management within the whole catchment,
•
discouragement of inappropriate development within the flood plains, and
•
public communication and education of flood risk and actions to take in a flood emergency.
Operational flood management which can be considered as a sequence of four activities:
•
detection of the likelihood of a flood forming (hydro-meteorology),
•
forecasting of future river flow conditions from the hydro-meteorological observations,
•
warning issued to the appropriate authorities and the public on the extent, severity and timing of the
flood, and
•
response to the emergency by the public and the authorities.
The post-flood activities may include (depending upon the severity of the event):
•
relief for the immediate needs of those affected by the disaster,
•
reconstruction of damaged buildings, infrastructure and flood defences,
•
recovery and regeneration of the environment and the economic activities in the flooded area, and
•
review of the flood management activities to improve the process and planning for future events in
the area affected and more generally, elsewhere.
Thus the mitigation of flood risks needs to be approached in practice on several fronts, with appropriate
institutional arrangements made to deliver the agreed standard of service to the community at risk. These
institutional arrangements differ within the EU according to national legislation and public tolerance of
flood risks and some of the differences in approach were evident in the papers and discussions, particularly
at the First Workshop. (For examples of different approaches, see the papers by Empson & Chapman
(1996), Jorissen (1997), Klaassen & Cappendijk (1997), Gendreau & Gillard (1997) and Holst (1997)).
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To deliver this holistic flood management in practice will require the collaboration of professionals in
several disciplines. In many countries these professionals are engaged predominately in the Public Sector,
since river basin regulation and management is usually the function of national or local government
departments, agencies and authorities. This holistic management will require multidisciplinary working, as
identified in Section 2.4 above, and in particular the Concerted Action concluded the following.
There is a need for multidisciplinary working between meteorologists and hydrologists to improve flood
forecasting and between engineers, planners and ecologists for the design of flood defences.
The collaboration between meteorologists and operational hydrologists should go further than the issues of
modelling identified in Section 2.4. This need is exemplified by the independent post-flood review of the
Easter 1998 floods in the UK (Bye & Horner, 1998). This review (pp31-32) documents the loss of impact
when the precipitation forecasts where communicated from the Meteorological Office to the flood
hydrologists in the Environment Agency. The discussion of trans-boundary rivers (section 3.4) identifies
the need for data exchange across frontiers, on actual and forecast flows, precipitation forecasts, radar
imagery etc.
A major aspect of flood mitigation has been traditionally the provision structural flood defences
(embankments, storage reservoirs, relief channels etc). These can have substantial impact on the riverine
environment and ecology and the trend of national legislation and Community directives has been to
require detailed impact assessments and environmental statements to support the promotion of the project.
This requirement drives the need for multidisciplinary working on the design of the flood defences, an
example of this in practice is the implementation of the new flood works on the lower River Thames and
its tributaries, see Gardiner (1998).
However, many major structural flood defence projects have been completed, particularly on lowland
rivers and the recognition that future flood defence must be sustainable will influence the choice of
measures implemented to further mitigate flood risk. It can be argued that a cycle of raising flood
embankments and allowing unrestricted increase in vulnerability to potential flood damage on the flood
plain is not sustainable. Hence the conclusions of the review group on Integrated Flood Protection at the
First RIBAMOD Workshop can be summarised as:
The prominence of non-structural measures for flood defence will increase as part of the sustainable
management of rivers.
Non-structural measures mainly control the “vulnerability” component of flood risk, they include:
• spatial planning policy with a presumption against development or encroachment of economic
activities onto flood plains
• building regulations to control the additional runoff from any green-field development in the
catchment outside the flood plain
• regulation of increases in vulnerability to flooding and of flood plain use
• provision of effective warning systems with emergency response plans
• insurance against flood losses
• public education in flood risk and encouragement of personal measures to reduce flood losses

4.2

River Restoration

Restoration of previously engineered and regulated rivers has been undertaken in many countries and such
projects can form part of a sustainable development plan for the river basin. The objectives of river
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restoration are normally to create a wider diversity of eco-systems and improve biodiversity, by bringing
the river into a closer contact with its flood plain (see for example Bettess & Fisher, 1998). The visual
amenity of the watercourse may be improved and its natural function for flood storage and conveyance
regained. River restoration was a theme for the Second Workshop (Casale et al, 1999) and a conclusion of
the Concerted Action is that:
The restoration of flood plains to their natural function should be encouraged (where socially and
politically acceptable)
Gardiner (1998) argues that river restoration must be integrated into a comprehensive set of measures for
the conservation of land for the restoration to be of lasting value and sustainable. A fundamental question
is that, since rivers are dynamic systems (of varying rates of morphological activity), to what historic state
should a river be restored. However, it must be recognised that not all the historic interventions in a
natural river are reversible, the ecological clock cannot be put back with the river channel. Engineering
intervention in a natural or artificial river has a broad and complex range of interacting impacts and these
must be considered before restoration is undertaken. The morphodynamics of the river system are
important in determining the plan-form, size and gradient of the channel and flood plain system. The
sediments, water quality and aquatic ecology are all closely inter-linked and this needs to be represented in
any simulation modelling. The objectives of the restoration in recreation of particular habitats and
ecotones need to be defined with their consequent physical characteristics. From this a design for the
restoration can be developed by collaboration between ecologists, geomorphologists and hydrologists. The
paper by Olesen & Havnø (1998) illustrates the complexity of the interactions which need to be simulated
when a major restoration scheme is being designed. Bettess and Fisher (1998) conclude that currently
available simulation models are insufficient for capturing all the complexities of river flows required in a
restoration project and three-dimensional modelling may be required. The linkage between hydrodynamic
and ecological assessments was identified in the First Expert Meeting as a research need (Cunge &
Samuels, 1996)
The habitats on the restored river will evolve in time with the natural succession of species but the original
biodiversity of the site may not be regained. Indeed a management regime may need to be instituted to
maintain a desirable mix of species and to achieve an acceptable balance of functions. Much remains to be
learned from monitoring pilot schemes and monitoring programmes are in progress on both the Skjern
river restoration in Denmark (Olesen & Havnø, 1998) and the UK schemes described by Bettess & Fisher
(1998). Although restoration of rivers may be desirable in terms of encouragement of biodiversity, such
interventions may be contentious to some riparian landowners if it has an adverse impact on their use of
the land. Hence public participation in the decisions on whether (and how) to restore a river is needed to
ensure that the actions are socially acceptable and thus sustainable.

4.3

Project Appraisal

Project appraisal is the process which guides decisions on the selection and implementation of flood
defence measures. Over recent decades the appraisal process has become more sophisticated with the need
to include environmental statements on the potential impact of any major engineering works. Appraisal
procedures are subject to national legislation and priorities with different emphases on safety standards,
indicative standards of protection according to flood plain use and type of flooding, cost-benefit analysis,
social and environmental factors. The first Worksop included discussion of the decision process, with
illustrations of current approaches and developments in several Member States. Understandably, the
severe flooding in several countries in the 1990’s has prompted a review of the national investment in
flood defence infrastructure. For example, Jorissen (1997) describes the safety policy for the Dutch flood
defences and de Smidt & van Westen (1997) describe the incorporation of “non-use” values (LNC-values,
see Section 3.1 above) into the decision on flood defence projects. Muys (1997) describes the Belgian
“round-table” expert discussions on flooding which followed the Meuse floods of 1993 and 1995. One of
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the objectives was the promotion of environmentally sound strategies to minimise flood damage and a
recommendation was
“all significant infrastructure works should be integrated into a strategic plan for the whole basin
and should be preceded by an impact study including hydraulic and sedimentological effects,
environmental impact, and cost effectiveness; communication with the public before and after
reaching any decision is essential”.
In his discussion of the EUROFLOOD project, Handmer (1997) covers some difficulties with common
economic analysis as applied to decisions on flood protection. He identified that contingent valuation
methods are being increasingly used for non-market items but CV has strict limits and cannot be used for
abstract items with little “use value”. Whilst cost-benefit analysis remains a useful and informative tool,
the conclusion of the working groups on Flood Risks and Integrated Flood Protection each identified a
need to broaden standard cost-benefit analysis. Hence a Conclusion of the RIBAMOD Concerted Action
is as follows.
There is a need to broaden economic evaluations to include “intangible” costs and benefits to assess the
non-engineering aspects of flood defence activities within a common methodology for the assessment of
flood damages.

4.4

Risk Assessment and Communication

The topic of risk assessment was a recurring theme being raised either in the presentations or discussion at
all of the RIBAMOD events. For example, the conclusions of the first Expert Meeting (Cunge &
Samuels, 1996) included the following observation:
“Holistic risk assessment can provide a framework for decisions and investment in flood defence
activities. Several aspects of flood risk were raised including the appropriate form of design flood
assessment, the delineation of areas at risk, the process and likelihood of dyke failure, the
communication of risk to the public and special procedures for high hazard sites within flood risk
areas. There are differences in the perception and acceptability of flood risk within the EU and
there appears to be no accepted terminology for risk.”
The two components of risk – hazard and vulnerability - have been discussed in Section 3.2 above. In the
past, flood defence practice has commonly been to design against a specific event either of historical
significance (e.g. a recent “disaster”) or of a particular assessed frequency of occurrence. The assumption
being that the flood defence system will perform satisfactorily for all events up to the design standard.
However, there is a small but finite probability that the defence may fail for a lesser event through say
unknown weakness in an embankment or blockage of a structure leading to a greater hazard than that
associated with the probability of the design event.
Thus a conclusion of the RIBAMOD Concerted Action is that
Risk should form the framework for managing and communicating the effects of flooding to river
managers and the public.
There are several aspects of this conclusion.
The methodology for designing flood defences may need to change from the concept of a specified
hydrological event to a more broadly based set of events assessed within a probabilistic framework such as
that described by Plate (1997). The framework can incorporate many factors which may be difficult to
analyse from the concept of a simple design event including:
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•
•
•

the effects of flooding caused by more than one forcing function,
increases in the probability of failure of an embankment through ageing
multiple lines and methods of defence and flood proofing.

The papers by Jorissen (1997) and Plate (1998) describe how risk concepts can be applied to the design
and management of flood defences. Plate (1998) divides risk management into risk assessment and risk
mitigation. In risk assessment both the flood hazard (or probability) and vulnerability (or consequence) are
evaluated through methods similar to those of Gendreau and Gillard (1997). Risk mitigation is achieved
through altering either or both of the hazard and vulnerability, through risk reduction prior to a flood and
emergency response during and after a flood. The two basic components of risk reduction are prevention
and preparedness. Thus Plate’s description of the risk management procedure ties in closely with the
principles of the holistic management of floods as described n section 4.1 above (see also Kundzewicz &
Samuels, 1997).
Jorissen (1997) sets the provision of flood defence and safety in the Netherlands within two cycles of
review for
• strategic provision of flood defence using risk assessment to determine whether the current provision is
sufficient and identify new protection measures
• operational review of the standard of safety offered by the current state of defences to determine
maintenance and repair needs.
The strategic review has a time scale of between 15 and 50 years whereas the maintenance review cycle
has a shorter time scale of around 5 years.
The design and implementation of structural flood defences is undertaken by specialists and professional
engineers. However, since no defence measure is absolutely secure it is necessary to provide public
communication of the residual level of risk, the likelihood of flooding in any particular storm or season and
the actions to take to reduce personal loss and damage. Traditionally, the severity of a flood has been
described by he use of the concept of return period, but there are several reasons why this is not
particularly helpful of communicating risk to the public at large, for example
• it gives no measure of the likelihood of flooding in any year, or in a given number of years
• it takes no account of non-stationarity in the hydro-meteorological forcing
• it may obscure the random nature of flooding and thus
• it may engender a false sense of security
In preference, the severity of a flood should be measured through the annual probability of occurrence and
also the use of the human lifetime might provide a more understandable basis of comparison.
At the Second Expert Meeting the issue of uncertainty in forecasting was discussed and it was considered
that flood forecasts (flow and level) should be expressed in a probabilistic way with uncertainty bands rather
than as specific values. This will broaden the choices available to individuals, however, an issue remains on
the effects on behaviour of issuing false-negative warnings (i.e. a flood warning given when no flooding
occurs).

4.5

Societal Factors

Flooding is essentially a human problem. The occasional inundation of flood plains is a natural process – a
part of the function of the river as the drainage route for excess runoff. Flooding becomes a problem when
it conflicts with the human use of the flood plain for settlement, agriculture, industry, communication etc.
As it has become possible to engineer defences against floods so the tolerance of the natural process has
been diminished to the point which, in some countries, flooding on any wide scale becomes a catastrophe.
Unexpected flooding produces many undesirable impacts on society:
• individual and commercial damage with consequent financial losses
• economic and infrastructure disruption
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•

distress to individuals which may last many months or years after the event.

In one sense, the “problem” of flooding could be argued to be a measure of the success of engineering
flood defences. Although in some cases returning flood plain to its natural function by removing those at
risk (e.g. in the US see Galloway (1998)) is part of the sustainable management of the land, this is not an
option in many situations.
Thus in planning the provision of flood prevention measures, it is essential that social expectations and
institutions are developed which are compatible with the residual risk. This was confirmed by the
EUROFLOOD project, Handmer (1997), who comments that the project team saw:
“flooding as a problem of people and their institutions rather than simply a matter of too much
water: a social problem rather than an engineering problem”.
Hence a Conclusion of the RIBAMOD Concerted Action is as follows:
It is necessary to incorporate the “human” factors in flood defence planning – how information is
presented to achieve the desired effects of action.
In a review of flood warning carried out in the EUROFLOOD project, Penning-Rowsell & Tunstall (1997)
identified a substantial variation in the method and contents of flood warnings issued in the UK, France,
Germany and the Netherlands with regional differences in some countries. Given the economic and social
importance of flood defence in the Netherlands it is not surprising that they found that the Dutch practice
was generally the best. Pelleymounter (1997) describes research in the UK which demonstrated that the
weakest “link” in the chain of forecasting > warning > response was the dissemination of effective flood
warnings from the forecasters to the public at risk. Hence the UK Environment Agency addressed as a
matter of priority the means of dissemination of warnings when the Agency took over the lead rôle in
issuing flood warnings to the public. Pelleymounter identifies the following factors which influence the
effectiveness of flood warnings when they are issued:
• Awareness of a warning
- is the warning received before flooding occurs
• Availability to respond
- can the property owner reach the property to take action
• Able to respond
- is the owner physically capable of mitigating flood damage
• Effectively respond
- does the owner know what to do and acts effectively?
Thus the institution of a flood forecasting system must be accompanied by
• local warning dissemination plans,
• identification of the areas at risk (even for low levels of risk),
• building public awareness of the extent of flood risk, the type of flood warning and actions to take if
warnings are issued
• means of issuing general broadcast warnings and specific alert warnings to identified communities
The immediate priority after a flood is to provide relief to those who have been affected. A severe flood
may have disrupted transport and communication links and essential services such as water supply,
sewerage and health care. Communities may need to be self-reliant for many hours or days until external
assistance is possible. Many issues arise including:
• mobilisation of civil and military rescue services
• search and rescue of survivors and the burial of the victims
• the provision of shelter, safe drinking water and food
• securing damaged buildings
• restoration of essential services and communication
• prevention of disease
• prevention of looting
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5. CHALLENGES FOR RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND FUTURE PRACTICE
It is clear from the discussions in Section 2, 3 and 4 above that many issues remain to be addressed in the
area of flood risk reduction and alleviation. Two of the objectives of RIBAMOD were to take an overview
of current EU research in its area and to identify research needs. To meet these objectives, the Coordinators of relevant projects (in progress and recently completed) presented their research findings
during the Concerted Action events and also a review of Fourth Framework Programme projects was
undertaken by members of the RIBAMOD Steering Group, see Casale & Samuels (1998). This review
was cast somewhat more broadly than the specific topics of the five RIBAMOD events and the challenges
and the research priorities laid out below are taken from that review, with additional points added from the
RIBAMOD events.
Key areas for future research and development include
•
•
•
•
•

the need to continue to improve the coupling of meteorological and hydrological forecasting for
improved flood warning,
the need for monitoring river and catchment conditions
the need for improved estimation of flood discharge conditions over a variety of catchment sizes,
the need for integrated approaches to flood management over whole river catchments and
the need for integrated catchment models to examine issues of long-term environmental change.

These areas are further elaborated below using the headings of the review by Casale & Samuels (1998)
rather than of the project brochure. However, all the issues in the brochure are included here.

5.1

Meteorological and hydrological forecasting

Advanced radar systems can differentiate rain from clutter, hail, and bright-band echoes, and can detect
significant attenuation. They thus clearly provide better qualitative rainfall monitoring, but a full
description of their quantitative capability has yet to be obtained. Forecasting of rainfall from current radar
analysis needs further research taking account of atmospheric physics and the immediate past storm
conditions. For example, can wind information from Doppler radar measurements improve the advection
of convective storms and thus provide improved rainfall forecasting in severe storms? Further research
should improve the precipitation forecasts in the context of flood forecasting
•
•

from limited area meteorological models using information from the radar and of the conventional
precipitation gauge network.
from the use of satellite imagery to produce quantitative precipitation forecasts.

Research is needed to determine whether it is the hydrostatic assumption or the parameterisations which
limit the quality of hydrostatic meteorological forecast models at high (< 10 km) grid resolutions. The
performance of non-hydrostatic meso-scale models should be investigated. Study of precipitation patterns
and internal structures is required for use in filtering forecast precipitation fields.
Improved understanding is needed of how errors in radar rainfall measurement affect the prediction of
river flows and further research is needed on the optimisation of hydro-meteorological networks for the
explicit purpose of flood forecasting. This is coupled to the need to improve the understanding of the rôle
of soil moisture in runoff forecasting, its integration into hydrological modelling and the associated effects
of scale.

5.2

Monitoring river and catchment conditions

Unfortunately, in some countries the extent and availability of hydro-meteorological data for research is
affected by the commercialisation of the agencies involved and the focussing of effort on monitoring to ensure
compliance with water related directives. There is need to identify the true value of long term monitoring of
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climate and streamflow for assessing potential environmental change and to identify the best means of access
to this data to the research community and institutions involved in long-term planning.
Research is needed on the optimisation of measurement networks for flood forecasting and warning
purposes, linked with other hydro-meteorological measurement networks. A particular issue is to maintain
security and adequacy of information during the extreme meteorological conditions which can lead to
severe flooding.
In the context of debris flow prediction, the monitoring of catchment and streambeds is clearly inadequate and
insufficient. The installation of meteorological stations and various devices aimed at monitoring initiation
areas and recording debris flow events is needed. Increased financial support by operating agencies as well as
research funders is necessary and would be essential for practical applications.

5.3

Improved estimation of flood discharge

For the planning and design of flood defences it is necessary to assess the “design” river flow conditions
according to the level of residual risk that is acceptable to the community. Hydrological models, in
general, tend to be focussed on water resources investigations where the overall water balance is of
primary concern and calibrations tend to produce models which compromise in accuracy between the low
and the high flows. Flood risk research needs to concentrate on the appropriate modelling approach in
cases where accurate estimation of the flood peak is paramount both in the planning and design context
and also for flood forecasting when good forecasts are available of precipitation.
It is important to take account of non-stationarity of past data series and the possibility of future
environmental change. The most appropriate estimation methods need to be established for different basin
scales, climatic type and severity of event. In particular, the relative merits and applicability of continuous
simulation, flow-duration-frequency (Qdf) and unit hydrograph approaches need research. For the
investigation of the effects of climate change on flood risk, a key research issue is the generation of
precipitation fields at the appropriate spatial and temporal scale from the results of GCM simulations of
future climate scenarios.

5.4

Integrated approaches to flood management

The overall objective of flood management is to minimise losses within a river basin over time subject to
constraints, such as society's attitude to risk, level of expenditure, etc. Thus a holistic view should be taken
of flood management with distinct activities of:
•
•
•

Pre-flood preparedness
Operational flood management
Post-flood response

The key actions in this area lie mainly in the development and dissemination of best operational practice
(as begun in the RIBAMOD Concerted Action). In all flood defence activities it is essential to consider the
impact of interventions on the flood risk in the river system as a whole and not just at the location of a
particular project. This should be facilitated by the implementation of integrated catchment modelling and
management information systems as these become available.

5.5

Integrated catchment models

There are many models available which are used in the overall assessment and management of flood risk.
However, these mostly only tackle specific issues and there is a need to combine or couple models together
to provide decision makers with tools which address the practical management of river systems. A
particular challenge is the linking of models of water movement and riverine ecology. It is important that
any framework produced should be built as an "open system" which will not be tied to specific proprietary
software packages for particular tasks.
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In addition to the integration of existing process models, research is needed on the interactions between
different natural processes (e.g. sediment, vegetation, flow resistance, discharge time series, climate and
water quality) and the complexity and level of integration of these interactions in an overall catchment
simulation. Integrated catchment simulations may also address issues of other areas of the water sector
apart from flood risk. Transformations between different scales of resolution can present difficulties,
requiring aggregation or disaggregation of data, model parameters and model results. The appropriate
representation of the hydro-meteorological system may itself change with the scale of the river catchment.
In some areas, improvements in process modelling are needed to meet the needs of the potential user.
These include:
•
the parameterisation of land cover and vegetation in hydrological models and its relation to
climate,
•
sediment transport in “real” river cases,
•
cohesive sediment transport,
•
long term river morphology (plan form and section shape),
•
processes triggering debris flows,
•
interaction of pollutant with sediments, and
•
flow simulation in steep and mountainous rivers.
In addition to these improvements in process modelling it is necessary to understand further the
uncertainties inherent in the modelling and how the uncertainty should be expressed to the users of the
model and its results.
The use of integrated catchment models also raises issues on the management of complex modelling tools,
their data and results to deliver information for non-specialists. This leads to the need for decision support
and expert advice to be available within the modelling systems. Other advances in Telematics (e.g.
integration of remotely sensed data into models, Genetic Algorithms, Artificial Neural Networks and
Expert Systems) may find application in river basin modelling, river management and flood mitigation.
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6. NEXT STEPS
Although the RIBAMOD Concerted Action has been completed, research into river basin modelling and
the mitigation of flood risks continues through national research programmes and through European
Research initiatives under the Framework Programmes. In particular, the research projects EUROTAS,
FLOODAWARE, FRAMEWORK, HYDROMET, MEFFE, RAPHAEL and TELFLOOD and the
Concerted Action CADAM have been funded under the hydrological risks component of the Environment
and Climate programme of DG XII. The RIPARIUS Concerted Action began work in late 1998 funded by
DG XIII to examine the exploitation of new Telematics technologies in the practical problem of the
mitigation of flood risks.
The Fifth Framework programme is also expected to call for research in the area of natural and
technological hazards which may provide opportunity of advancing knowledge and understanding in some
of the areas described in this final report. Naturally research funded at the European level must tackle
issues which have a definite European dimension and strive to make progress in solving problems of
concern to the citizen. Clearly flooding is one such issue of public concern; a single, unexpected flood can
have a devastating and lasting influence on anyone unfortunate enough to experience it, in whatever
country they live.
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Final administrative report of the RIBAMOD Concerted Action
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Appendix 1 Final administrative report of the RIBAMOD Concerted Action
(River Basin Modelling, Management and Flood Mitigation)
funded by the European Commission
Directorate General of Science, Research and Development.
Contract Number ENV4-CT96-0263
The contract between the EC and HR Wallingford for the RIBAMOD Concerted Action was signed in
April 1996 and the contract commenced on 1 May 1996. The duration of the Concerted Action was
extended, within the same limits of funding, to 30 months by letters from the Commission. This final
report to DGXII covers whole of the contract from May 1996 to October 1998.
To fulfil its objectives, the Concerted Action initially was committed to organising four events within its area
of interest, two Expert Meetings and two Workshops. During the summer of 1997, a devastating flood
occurred on the River Oder, and it was agreed that the Concerted Action should organise an additional Expert
Meeting to consider the lessons to be learned from this event; this meeting took place on 19 May 1998 at
Potsdam (Germany). In mid-1998 DG XIII commissioned the RIPARIUS Concerted Action to focus on the
applications of Telematics in the mitigation of flood risk. RIPARIUS is co-ordinated by the Institute of
Hydrology (also located in Wallingford, UK), and there has been exchange of information between
RIBAMOD and the steering committee of RIPARIUS to ensure that the two Concerted Actions are
complementary in their activities.
The Partners held eight steering group meetings. Five of these steering group meetings have been held
with the Concerted Action events, but the other three steering group meetings were held outside the main
RIBAMOD events. Dr R Casale from DG XII has assisted with planning the project at the steering group
meetings. The Co-ordinator produced notes of each of the Steering Group meetings which have been
circulated to all Partners and Dr Casale of the EC. The total project expenditure during the contract was
189268 ECU as shown on the annual Cost Statement which have accompanied the two annual reports and this
final report. The original budget for the RIBAMOD Concerted Action was 191,000 ECU.
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Appendix 2 List of Papers in the RIBAMOD Proceedings
EXPERT MEETING 1 – Horshølm, Denmark – 10-11 October 1996
“Forecasting and Modelling – Model Structure and Decision Support”
INTRODUCTION
Casale R, Havnø K and Samuels P
Impact of climate change on hydrological modelling and flood risk assessment
Burlando P, Mancini M and Rosso R
Modelling snowmelt induced by flooding
Bergström S
Linking hydrological and hydrodynamic forecast models and their data
Moore R J and Jones D A
Link between hydraulic and ecological models
Malmgren-Hansen A
New developments in modelling, framework for decision support
Refsgaard J C and Havnø K
Flood management in the Netherlands, recent developments and research needs
Janssen J P F M and Jorissen R E
Forecast systems for large rivers – The River Rhine Catchment
Wilke K
The overall reliability of flood defences
Empson B and Chapman J
Flood risk management support system
Gendreau N and Gilard O
Future modelling needs : Discussion and workshop conclusions
Cunge J A and Samuels P G
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Workshop 1 – Delft, The Netherlands – 13-14 February 1997
“Current Policy and Practice”
INTRODUCTION
Casale R, Pedroli G and Samuels P
Flood hazard research within the European Commission 1987 to 1996
Moore R J
Understanding recent large river flooding (for example the Rhine Floods)
Engel H
Understanding flash flood experiences
Marcuello C
Probabilistic design for flood protection structures
Plate E J
Safety, risk and flood protection
Jorissen R E
Quality assessment of the meteorological forecasts for localised flash floods
Quiby J C and Schubiger F
Interdisciplinary recommendations towards integrated flood protection
Muys B
EUROflood. Abandoning “flood defence”?
Handmer J
Forecasting floods in urban areas downstream of steep catchments (TELFLOOD)
Bruen M
The development of active on-line hydrological and meteorological models to minimise the impact of
flooding (HYDROMET)
Cluckie I D
Flooding risks in mountain areas (FRIMAR)
Klaassen G J
Meteorological factors influencing slope stability and slope movement type : evaluation of hazard prone
areas (MEfiSSt). A CEC project
Margottini C
Development of advanced radar technology for application to hydrometeorology (DARTH)
Holt A R
The large spring flood in Norway in 1995. About hydrological conditions, flood forecasting and how the
flood could be controlled and reduced
Kinningtveit Å
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Floods in the framework of institutional aspects – a perspective by EurAqua
Lüllwitz T
Flood forecasting. State-of-the-art and future improvements
Wilke K
The hydroclimatic scenario of the Tiber river basin
Delmonaco G, Margottini C and Trocciola A
The catastrophic flood occurred in Versilia Basin, Tuscany, on 19 June 1996 : a way to predictability
Gozzini B, Maracchi G, Meneguzzo F and Niccolai M
Flooding risks for floodplain areas in the Netherlands
Klaassen D C B and Cappendijk A M
Structural and non-structural measures implementations. Choice’s arguments provided by inondabilité
method
Gendreau N and Gilard O
Uncertainty in flood damage assessment : when does it matter? A European perspective
Wind H G, de Blois C, Kok M and Green C
The way to a floodrisk-based safety concept. Three case studies
den Heijer F, van Agthoven A M and Kraak A W
Flooding in Swedish rivers. An overview of hydrological conditions, flood awareness, warnings and flood
design
Holst B
“Is anyone listening?” Flood warning dissemination in England and Wales
Pelleymounter D
Operational real-time flood forecasting systems based on efforts
Todini E, Marsigli M, Pani G and Vignoli R
Water storage measures to reduce flooding in regional water systems in the Netherlands
van Bakel P J T, Kwakernaak C and Parmet B W
An integrated distributed hydrologic-hydraulic model for flood forecasting
Fattorelli S, Borga M and Da Ros D
Reconstruction of river dikes inclusive sustainable development of the environment
de Smidt J T and van Westen C J
Modelling process control on floods
Diermanse F and Rientjes T
Landscape planning of the river Rhine in the Netherlands – integrated flood protection
Silva W and van de Langemheen W
A model of the Yser river basin : an example of flood management in a low land river basin
Sas M, Fettweis M, Van Erdeghem D and Van Damme L
Flood protection measures for the river Meuse (“Zandmaas”)
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Roosjen R and van Lieshout M C
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EXPERT MEETING 2 – Monselice, Italy – 26-27 June 1997
“Forecasting and Modelling – Real Time Warning and Risk Mitigation”
INTRODUCTION
Samuels P G, Borga M, Baltas E and Casale R
Destructive flood in Poland: Odra, Summer 1997
Kundzewicz K W
Conceptual models of extratropical cyclones leading to floods in Europe and their linking with
hydrological models
Prodi F, Porcù F, Natali S, Pasetti S and Franceschetti S
Disaggregation of daily precipitation
Bárdossy A
Multi-sensor data and coupled hydrological meteorological modelling in real-time forecasting
Cluckie I D and Wild A D
Rainfall estimation in the Nexrad Era-Operational Experience, issues and ongoing efforts in the US
National Weather Service
Seo D-J
Use of radar-rainfall estimated for flood simulation in mountainous basin
Borga M and Frank E
Rainfall information requirements for Mediterranean flood operational forecasts
Obled C and Datin R
Comparison of a lumped and a distributed flood forecasting model
Baltas E A and Mimikou M A
Operational hydrometeorological input for real-time flood forecasting in Germany
Malitz G
The weal link in the chain : Flood warning dissemination
Penning-Rowsell E C and Tunstall S M
Real time storm surge and watershed inflow forecasting in the Venice Lagoon
Cecconi G
Ten years operational use of C-band weather radar
Monai M
Flood management in the Netherlands – safety first
Parmet B
Real-time flood warning and risk mitigation. Expecting the unexpected
Kite P
July 1997 floods in the Czech Republic
Hladný J and Vrabec M
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Space and time scales of meteorological and hydrological models
Bruen M
Improving radar rainfall estimation for hydrological purposes
Creutin J-D
A water-balance storm model for short-term rainfall and flood forecasting at the catchment scale using
radar and satellite data
Moore R J and Bell V A
On the role of numerical weather prediction models in real-time flood forecasting
Brath A
Coupling deterministic and stochastic models for real-time flood forecasting
Brath A, Franchini M, Montanari A and Toth E
Research and development needs for operational flood warning
Borrows P
Conclusions from the Workshop and Expert Meeting
Kundzewicz Z and Samuels P G
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Workshop 2 – Wallingford, UK – 26-27 February 1998
“Sustainable Use of River Catchments, and, Climate Change
Possible consequences of climate change on river basin management
Nachtnebel P
Impact of climate change on water resource systems in Greece
Mimikou M
Towards sustainable development of water resources
Kundzewicz Z W
River restoration and integrated catchment management – chicken and egg?
Gardiner J L
Towards sustainable management of river basins – challenges for the 21st century
Galloway G
Impact of climate change on floods in mountainous areas
Burlando P
The impact of climate change on the flood characteristics of the Thames and Severn rivers
Reynard N S, Prudhomme C and Crooks S
Assessment of the impact of climate change on river flow on different scales in the Rhine Basin
Middelkoop H, Parmet B W A H, Daamen K H, Wilke K, Kwadijk J C J, Lang H, Schulla J and Schaedler
B
Climate variability and extreme floods on the lower and middle River Rhine since the Middle Ages
Krahe P
Potential impacts of climate change on floods in Nordic hydrological regimes
Saelthun N R, Bergström S, Einarsson K, Jóhannesson T, Lindström G, Thomsen T and Vehviläinen B
Last century variability of the Adriatic Sea storm surges
Cecconi G, Ardone V, Di Donato M, Canestrelli P
Estimating changes in flood frequency under climate change by continuous simulation (with uncertainty)
Beven K and Blazkova S
A Swedish perspective on climate change and flood risks
Bergstrom S and Lindstrom G
Impacts of trends and uncertainties in river flooding due to climate change
Vreugdenhil C B and Booij M S
Impact of climate change on the hydro-meteorological conditions leading to intense mass movement
events in mountainous areas
Peviani M, Rafaelli S and Di Silvio G
Effects of climate change influencing storm runoff generation : basic considerations and a pilot study in
Germany
Bronstert A, Burger G, Heidenreich M, Katzenmaier D and Kohler B
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Generation of precipitation scenarios for assessing climate change impacts on river basin hydrology
Kilsby C and O’Connell P E
Restoration of the Skjern River. Towards a sustainable river management solution
Olsen K W and Havnø K
Lessons to learn from the UK river restoration projects
Bettess R and Fisher K
River rehabilitation along the common Meuse (Flanders – The Netherlands) : the integration of physical
scale modelling, mathematical hydraulic models and ecological models
Pedroli G B M, de Jong R and Klijn F
On the impact of man-regulated reservoirs on catchment dynamics during flooding conditions
Brath A and Orlandini S
Integrated flood management – the River Nahe catchment
Demuth N
An integrated model of the effects of human impact on flood regimes
Alfedsen K and Killingtveit A
ECFLOOD : A rainfall run-off model for large river basins to assess the influence of land use changes on
flood risk
de Roo A P J
Policy and practice for sustainable river maintenance
Borrows P F, Fitzsimons J and Pepper A T
An environmental approach to detecting the impact of climate and land-use change on sediments in river
basins
Bettess R
FLOODSS : Flood Operational Decision Support System
Catelli C, Pani G and Todini E
Overview and conclusions of the second RIBAMOD workshop
Dooge J C I and Samuels P G
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EXPERT MEETING 3 – Potsdam, Germany – 18 May 1998
“The Oder Flood of Summer 1997”
The extreme flood in the Odra/Oder river basin in summer 1997: summary and conclusions from a
European expert meeting
Bronstert A, Kundzewicz Z and Menzel L
Floods in perspective – Setting the stage
Kundzewicz Z
Oder flood ’97 – lessons learnt in Poland
Szamalek K
Causes, development and consequences of the Oder flood 1997
Grünewald U
Overview of the Odra flood from a Czech perspective
Mareš K and Marešová I
Hydrometeorological aspects of the Oder flood 1997
Malitz G
Flood 1997 – hydrological and meteorological context
Kowalczak P
Meteorological causes of the floods in July 1997 in the Czech Republic
Šálek M
Hydrological processes of storm runoff generation
Peschke G
Hydrological aspects and implications of July 1997 flood in the Odra Basin in the Czech Republic
Hladný J, Dolezal F, Ricicová P, Blazková Š and Beven K
Flood 1997 – infrastructure and urban context
Kowalczak P
Comparison of floods in the river Rhine and the Oder flood 1997
Engel H and Oppermann R
Flood risk management – a strategy to cope with floods
Plate E
Creation and resolution of conflicts in flood situations along the boundary rivers
Nawalany M
Insurance aspects of river floods
Kron W
An overview of the activities of RIBAMOD
Samuels P
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Execulive

Floodsposeoneofthe mostwidely distributednaturaldsksto life. In recentyearsmuchattentionin the
EuropeanandIntemationalmediahasbeengivento floodsin severalpartsofEurope,bothaslocalisedflash
floodsandasbasin-widefloodson majorriver systemscausinglossof life, distressanddisruption.
Intemationally,since1990,severefloodinghasdevastated
of liveshave
theMississippibasin,andthousands
beenlost directlyor indirectlyfrom floodingin manycountriesincludingBangladesh,
China,Guatemala,
Honduras,lndia,Mozambique,SomaliaandSouthAfrica. The RIBAMOD ConcertedActionwasfunded
from the FourthFrameworkProgramme
by the EuropeanCommissionandlastedfrom May 1996to October
a network
1998.As a ConcertedAction,NBAMOD did not fundanynew scientificresearch
but established
of researchers
andprofessionals
involvedin flood management.
RIBAMOD attractedparticipantsfrom
acrosstheEuropeanUnion,thepre-accession
statesandAmerica.
Five ExpertMeetingsandWorkshopswereheldduringthe courseofthe Concerted
Action.The Concerted
Actioncovered
thefollowingtopics:
o modelstructureanddecisionsupport
. currentpolicyandpractice
. integratedsystemsfor realtime flood forecasting
andwarning
. impactofclimatechangeon flooding
r sustainable
river management
. the exceptionalflood on theriver Oderin Summer1997
Althoughtheeventscovereddifferenttopicsthediscussion
oftentumedon similarkey issuestheseincluded
. the recognitionthat flood mitigationrequirescross-disciplinary
groups
workingfrom severalprofessional
. that floodingproblemshaveconsiderable
andengineering
solutionsarenot always
socialdimensions
appropriate
or possible
r the uncertaintywhich climateandotherenvironmental
changeis bringinginto flood management
. the needto userisk assessment
in flood management
Duringthe Concerted
emergedasa sequence
of
Action theoutlineofholistic floodmanagement
Pre-floodactivitieswhichinclude:
r flood risk management
for all causesofflooding anddisastercontingency
planning,
. construction
andwarning
ofphysicalflood defenceinfrastructure
of forecasting
andimplementation
systems,
o land-useplanningandmanagement
withinthe wholecatchment,
. discouragement
of inappropriate
development
within theflood plains,and
o publiccommunication
andeducationofflood risk andactionsto takein a flood emergency.
Ooerationalfloodmanagement
which canbe considered
of four activities:
asa sequence
t detectionofthe likelihood ofa flood forming (hydro-rneteorolory),
o forecastingof futureriver flow conditionsfiom the hydro-meteorological
observations,
o warning issr!'ed
to the appropriateauthoritiesandthe public on the extent,severityandtiming ofthe flood,
and
. responseby thepublic andthe authorities.
Dependinguponthe severitvofthe event.thepost-floodactivitiesmay include:
t relieffor the immediateneedsofthose alfectedby the disaster,
. reconstructionof damagedbuildings, infrastructureandflood defences,
. recoveryand regenerationof the environmentandthe economicactivitiesin the flooded area,and
. review of the flood managementactivitiesto improvethe processandplanningfor future eventsin the
areaaffectedandmoregenerally,elsewhere.
In the final report,eachofthe conclusions
at the
andthepaperspresented
is linkedinto thediscussion
ConcertedAction eventsandtheyarepresented
underthethemesof:
r River BasinModelling
o River BasinManagement
r FloodMitieation
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a) Original objectivesfor the ConcertedAction :
to document
the state-of-the-art
andcunentbestpracticewithinthetechnicalscopeofthe CA
OI
02
to facilitate communicationand understanding
of both technicaland policy issuesin flood
management
through:
o
identi&ingthe broaderframeworkfor flood mitigationwithin which the specificobjectives
will be achieved.
and
r
identi&ing importantlinkagesinto other areas(policy,societal,economicetc) which the
Concerted
Actionwill not pursuebut areknownto be important,
of
to examinehow advanced
03
modellingshouldsupportplanning,design,operationand maintenance
flood defencesystemsby structuralandnon-structuralmeasures,
to identifomethodsandprocedures
anduseofthe riverand
04
for sustainable
development,
management
its catchment,and
to identifyandprioritiseRTD needswhichwill include:
05
o
overseeing
theprogress
ofand monitoringtheoutcomes
ofall relevantprojectscommissioned
underthe EnvironmentandClimateprogrammeof FPIV,
.
identifyingtopicsfor the secondcall for submissionsunderFPIV, and
.
providingbackgroundfor the fifth frameworkprognrmme.
b) Expecteddeliverablesoutlined in the proposal:
Expert meetings
o
technicalpaperscirculatedin advance
ofthe meeting
.
summarydocumentofconclusionsandrecommendations
Workshops
.
reviewedpaperson technicalandpolicy issues
r
editedsummaryofthe discussion
at theworkshopand
r
researchrequirementsandpriorities
andRecommendations
A compilationofConclusions
wasto beprepared
afterthefinal workshop.
c) Project's actual outcome
The four plannedeventswereorganisedandrun withinthe originaltime-scaleofthe ConcertedAction.
The CA wasextended
by 6 monthsto enablea fifth eventto be heldon t}reseverefloodingon the River
Oder. Proceedingsfor eacheventhavebeenpublishedand circulated. A brochureoutlining the
achievements
andconclusions
of RIBAMOD togetherwith a final reporthavebeenproduced.
d) Broad disseminationand useintentionsfor the outputs
Theproject'sprogresswasdescribedin a seriesofNewsletters(6 in 30 months),thesewerecirculatedfrom
theCo-ordinator'smailinglist andby the projectpartners.
A projectintemetsitewasestablished
in 1997andthis containsall the newsletters
anda down-loadable
project
copyofthe
final report.
Theresultsof RIBAMOD havebeenpresented
in thefollowingforums:
. the EC AdvancedStudyCourseon Natural Disastersand Sustainabledevelopmentsponsoredby DG
XII (September,
1998)
. the RIPARIUSConcertedAction organisedby DG XIII (October,1998)
o theEUROConference
on GlobalChangeandCatastrophe
Risk Management
organisedby IIASA (June
1999)
r the EUToCASE
andFlood
workshopon Sustainable
Useof Waterin Europe:FloodManagement
(June1999)
organised
Forecasting
by the EuropeanCouncilof Applied Sciences
andEngineering
r the World WaterVision projectorganised
by UNESCO(July & August1999).
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resuL (one

No. & TITLE OF RESULT hs in section1.2)
I

Proceedines
of the Concerted
Action events

SUMMARY (200 words maximum)

The outputdocuments
from the RIBAMOD ConcertedAction areasfollows:
1. Bronstert
A, GhaziA, HladnyJ, KundzewiczZ & MenzelL, (1999),TheOdra/ OderFloodin Summer1997,
Proceedingsofthe fuIBAMODEuropeanExpertMeetingin Potsdam,l8 May 1998,ISBN 9?-8284473-6
andflood
2. Casale\ HavnsK & Samuels
P (Eds),1997,RIBAMODRiverbasinmodellingmanagement
andDecision
mitigationConcerte
d Action,Proceedingsofthe first expertmeetingon Model Sfi"Laturc
Support,EIJF.
17456EN, ISBN92-82'l-95624
andflood
3. CasaleR, PedroliG B & Samuels
P (Eds),1998,RIBAMOD Riverbasinmodellingmanagement
mitigation ConcertedAction,Proceedingsof theJirst workshopon CurrentPolicy and Practice,EUR
18019 EN, ISBN 92-828-2002-5
4. CasaleR & SamuelsP (1998),Hydrological Risks- analysisof recentresultsflom EC resemchtmd
and
technological
development
actions,EuropeanCommission,
DirectofateGeneralof Science,Research
Development,
BRUSSELS
and
5. Casale\ Borga M, BaltasE & Samuels
P (Eds),1999,RIBAMODfuver basinmodellingmanagement
flood mitigationConcertedAction,Proceedingsofthe l{orkshopandSecondExpertMeetingon Integrated
Systems
and Warning,EUR18853,ISBN 92-828-6074-4
for RealTimeFloodforecasting
and flood
6. CasaleR, SamuelsP & BronstertA (Eds), 1999,RIBAMOD River basinmodellingmanagement
mitigationConcertedAction,Proceedingsofthe Secondl{orl<shopon Impactof ClimateChcmgeonJlooding
andSustainable
RiverMonagement,
EUR 18287EN, ISBN 92-828-71
l0-X
7. SamuelsP G (1999),RIBAMOD- RiverBasinModelling,Management
andFloodMitigation,Final
Report Presented
to DG XII EuropeanCommission,seealso
http://www.hrwallin
gford.co.uk/projects/RIBAMOD

Please cotegorise the result using codesfrom Annex 1
Subject descriptor codes

669

347
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TECH NOI.OGICAL IMPIEME NTATIO N PLAN

CURRENT STAGE OF DE!'f,LOPMENT
Pleasetick one categoryonly /
Scientificand/orTechnicalknowledge(Basicresearch)
Guidelines,methodologies,
technicaldrawings
code
Software
Experimental
development
stage(laboratoryprototype)
Protot)?e/demonstrator
availablefor testing

tr
tr
tr
D

tr
tr

Resultsof demonstrationtrials available

Other(pleasespecifo.):

DOCIJMf,NTATION AND INFORMATION ON THD RESULT.
Documentationtype

Details (Title, ref. number, getreral description,
lansuaee)

Status:PIF-Public
CGConfidential

Paperon RecentResearch SeeOutputI

PU
PU
PU

brochure
Conclusions

PU

Final Report

SeeOutputI

Proceedings
of all events

SeeOutputI
http://www.hrwallingford.co.uk/projects/RIBAMOD

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
Indicale all generaledknowledgeandpossiblepre-existing hnow-how(backgroundor sidegrountl)being
exploited
Type of IPR

Patentappliedfor

Tick a box and give the corresponding details
(reference numbers, etc.) if appropriate,

Current
D

Foreseen
E

Patentsearchcarriedout

!

!

Patentgranted

n

tr

Registered
design

tr

!

Trademarkapplications

I

!

Copyrights

fl

!
!

Secretklow-how

other- pleasespecifu:

T.l.P.Yercnn3.0

Knowledge(-tpl
Pre-existing knowhow t'P)

tr

!
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No. & TITLf, OF RESULT (asin section1.2)
2

| Improved knowledgeofthe state-of-the-artofriver basin modelling, managementand flood

mitigation

SUMMARY (200wordsmaximum)
of
Throughparticipationin the Concerted
Action,theRIBAMOD Partnershavegaineda befterunderstanding
tlre issuesinvolvedin RiverBasinModelling,Management
andFloodMitigationin Europe.Th€ Concefied
Actionbroughttogethera largenumberofresearchers
from acrossEuropeandelsewhere,
andprofessionals
provided
and
theforumfor exchange
ofideasandpracticein differentnationsto the provisionof flood defence
andmanagement
offlood risk. Thisknowledgeandnetworkof contactswill be ofvalue to thePartnersin their
to
research
andcommercialactivitiesthroughthe identificationof research
projectsandopportunities
implementknowledgefrom a varieff of sourcesin professional
practice.
Pleasecalegofiselhe rcsult asing codesfrom Annex 1
Subjectdescriptorcodes

669

271

341

447

CI]RRENT STAGf, OF DEVELOPMENT
Scientificand/orTechnicalknowledge(Basicresearch)
Guidelines,methodologies,
technicaldrawings
Softwarecode
Experimental
development
stage(laboratoryprototype)
Prototype/demonstrator
availablefor testing
Resultsof demonstration
trialsavailable
Other(pleasespecifu.):

tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr

DOCUMENTATION A}ID INFORMATION ON TIIE Rf,SULT.
Documentationtype

Details (Title, ref. number, general description,
lansuase)

Final Report

SeeSection I .4 Output 1

Proceedinesof all events

SeeSection 1.4 Output I

Paperon Recent Research

SeeSection1.4OutnutI

Conclusions
brochure

hftp://www.hrwall
ingford.co.uk/proiects/RIBAMOD

Status:PU=Public
CGConlidential

PU
PU
PU
PU

INTELLECTUAL PROPTRTY RIGHTS
Type of IPR

Tick a box and give the correspondingdetails
(referencenumbers,etc.)if appropriate.

Current

Foreseen

Patentappliedfor

!

Patentsearchcarriedout

!

tr
tr

Patentgranted

tr

!

Registered
design

I

!

Trademarkapplications

I

!

Copyrights

D

D

tr

Secretknow-how

T.l.P.Yersion3.0

Knowledge (1fli
Pre-existingknowhow (P)

PageI oI37
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TECH

data aboutthe result

1.5

Items (about the results)

Actual currcnt
quantity "

Time to application/ market(in monthsfrom theendofthe research
project)

0

Numberof(public or private)entitiespotentiallyinvolvedin the
ofthe result:
implementation

10

Estimated(or
future)
ouantitv D
0
1000+

100+

of which : numberof SMEs:
of which : numberofentitiesin third countries(outsideEU)
200+(who
attendedthe
RIBAMOD
events)
0

Targeteduser audience:# ofreachable people

# of S&T publications(referencedpublicationsonly)

At leastI in
eachstate
Cannotbe
quantified

1

generalpublic(e.g.CD-ROMs,WEB sites)
# of publications
addressing

2

2

decisiontakers/ publicauthorities
/ etc..
# ofpublicationsaddressing

1l

12

Visibility for thegeneralpublic

Yes

o
Aclual current auantitv = the number of items alreadt, achieved to date.
b
Estimated qua*ity : istimation of the'quantity of th; conesponding item or lhe number of items that you
foresee to achieve v,ithin the next 3 years.

I, project co-ordinator,confirmthe publishableinformationcontainedin this part I (sections1.1to 1.5)of
TechnologicalImplementationPIan.

signature:
?*,*14{

4

Narne:

DrpaurGsamuers

4-''-

16 March 2000

T-1.P.l/ersion3.(l

Organisation:HR Wallingford
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Thispart 2 must be completedhy eachportner who is essentialfor the disseminationand use(i.e. resull
ownersand/ot major pnject contfibutors and/or major disseminationand usecontributors). Each will
detail ils own useand disseminalionintentions concerningthe resuh(s)they arc involved with, This
descfipli4r,musl be maderesalt by resuh,
Thesedffirent parls may be trunsmittedlo the Comtrrissioneither assembledat lhe consortium level, ot
individually by eachparlner to sofeguardconfidenti mattersif necessary(hrough any approp ate
media). Ohviously,when all partners are implementinga single disseminationand useschemeall ngaher,
a singk part 2 is needed,

PARTS 2 WILL ALWAYS BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL BY TIIE COMMISSION

T.l.P. Yersion3.0
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TECITNOIPGICAL IMPWMENTATION

2.1:

ofthe useand the dissemination
of

PIAN

s

MA NDATORY INFO RMATI ON :
CONTRACT NI]MBER:

EIW4 CT960263

PARTNER's NAME:

HR W"ttt"gf"rd

PARTNER'sWEB SITE(if any) :

http://www.hrwallingford.co.uk/

CONTACT PERSON(S):
Name

Dr Paul G Samuels

Position/Title

Specialistin Fluvial Systems

Department

WaterManagementDepartment

Address

Howbery Park
WALLINGFORD
OXON
OXIO8BA
UK

Telephone

+44 l49l 835381

Fax

+44 t49l 826352

E-mail

p.samuels@hrwal
lingfrod.co.uk

No, TITLE (as in section1.2) AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN RJSULT(S)
I

Proceedinssofthe Concertedacfion events

z

Improvedknowledgeof the state-of-the-art
andflood
ofriver basinmodelling,management
mitisation

MARI(ET APPLICATION SECTORS
Pleasedescribethepossibleseclorsfor application using lhe NACE classifrcationin An ex 2.
Market applicationsectors

tJ

I

75

Pagell of37

66

99

TECENOI.AGICAL IMPWMENTATIO N PI'AN
FOR EACH MAIN RESULT, TIMETABLE OF THE USE AND DISSEMINATION ACTIVTTIES
WITHIN TIIE NEXT 3 YEARS AFTER TIIE END OF THE PROJECT
Activity

Maintaintheprojectintemetsite
andproducepublicitymaterial

Brief descriptionofthe activity, including main
milestonesand deliverables(and how it relatesto data in
sections1.5 and 2.2\,
The internetsiteis seento be a primarymeansof
informationdissemination.
The RIBAMOD pageswill
continueto be supported
at leastuntil 2002

Timescale
(months)
0

0
Thereportswill be distributedon requestwhilst stock
permit. The stockof thefirst two proceedings
arenow
exhausted
andit is not clearwhetherthe EC will print
furthercooies
0
Promotetheknowledgeand
The Coordinator
will presentaspectsof RIBAMOD
formal
understanding
from RIBAMOD
wheneverappropriate
in conferences,
seminarsand
throughprofessional
development continuingprofessional
development
events,arrangedby
HR Wallinsfordandothers.
Marketresearch
and consultancy The projectappearson thetrackrecordofthe Co-ordinator 0
(andotler Partners).Furtherresearch
servicesusingtheknowledge
bids arebeing
gainedwithin the project
preparedbasedupontheresearch
needsidentifiedin the
ConcertedAction.
Distributeon requestproject
publications

FORX,SEENCOLLABORATIONS WITII OTIIER EIITITIES
Pleaselick appropriateboxes(/) conespondingto your mostprobabk follow-up.
FIN

Financialsupport

tl

El

VC

funding
Venturecapital/spin-off

U

Manufacturing
agreement

il

PPP

partnership
Private-public

tr

MKT

Marketing agreement/Franchising

fl

INFO

training
Informationexchange,

/

JV

Joint venture

tr

CONS Availablefor consultancy

R&D

Further researchor development

LIC

Licenceasreement

MAN

Other

/
tr

(pleasespeci$)

2.2 : Quantifieddatafor eachpartner'smain result
Items
Economicimpacts(in EURO)
# of licensesissued(within EU)
# of licensesissued(outside EU)

Total valueof licenses(in EURO)
# of entrepreneurialactions (start-upcompany,joint ventures...)

# of directiobscreated"
# of directjobssafeguarded
"
# of directjobslost
'

Currently
achieved
quantity "

Estimated
future

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

100,000

quantity b

0
0

0
0
I
U

0

The added value or the number of items alreadv achieved to date.
.
quantity : eslimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you
Estimated
"
foresee to achieve in thefuture (i.e. expectations within the next 3 years following the end of the project).
' "Direct jobs"
meansjobs within the partner involved. Researchposts are to be excludedfrom thejobs
calculation
# = numberof ...
b-

T.l.P.t/ersion3.0
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s

of the use and the disseminationof

2.7t

PI.AN

MANDATO RY IN F ORMA TION :
CONTRACTNUMBER:

ENVA CT960263

PARTNER's NAME :

DHI, Water& Environment

PARTNER'sWEB SITE (if any) :

http://rw"w.dhi.dk/

CONTACT PERSON(S):
Name

KarstenHavno,

Position/Title

Director,

Department

Division
WaterResources

Address

AgernAlle I I,
2970Hsrsholm,
Denmark

Telephone

+4545 169200

Fax

+4545 1692 92

E-rnail

kah@dhi.dk

No, TITLE (asin section1.2)AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN RESULT(S)
I

2

J

Proceedings
of the Concertedactionevents:.Theparticipationgavefirst handinsightin the
technicalaspects
Thecompilationoftechnicalpapers
ofRiver BasinModellingandrelatedaspects.
gavea valuablebackgroundfor linkingown researchwith otherdisciplines.
andtheirpresentation
andflood mitigation:
Improvedknowledgeof state-of-the-art
ofriver basinmodellingmanagement
Theparticipationimprovedtle overviewofthe presentstate-of-the
art andvariouskey actorsin the
Europeanresearch.
It hasfacilitatedthe development
of new linkswith otherresearchinstitutionsin
Europe.
ofnew development
Workshops:
The workshopsofthe concertedactiongavefruitful discussions
possibilitiesandof stakeholder
Modelling.
It helpedto bridge
needsin relationto RiverBasin
betlveenthe research
community,govemmentinstitutions,privatesectorandpublicin relationto
flood forecasting,
flood conhol.flood insurance
anddissemination.

MARKET APPLICATION SECTORS
Pleasedescribethepossiblesectorsfor application asing the NACE classificotion in Annex 2,
Market applicationsectors

'13

|

75
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99

TECHNOINGICAL IMPWMENTATIO N P I'ILN
FOR EACH MAIN RESULT, TIMETABLE OF TIIE USE AND DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES
WITHIN THE NEXT 3 YEARS AFTER THE END OF THE PROJECT
Timescale
Brief descriptionof the activity' including main
(months)
mil€stonesand deliverables(and how it relatesto data in
sections1.5 and 2,2'1.
Marketresearch
andconsultancy Theprojectappears
on thetrackrecordofthe Partner(and 0
bidsarebeingprepared
servicesusingtheknowledge
otherPartners).Furtherresearch
gainedwithin the project
baseduponthe researchneedsidentifiedin the Concerted
Action.
0
knowledge
of RIBAMOD whenever
the
and
ThePartnerwill presentaspects
Promote
seminars
andotherevents
understandinsfrom NBAMOD
appropriate
in conferences,
24-36
relationswith otherresearch
Networking.
Someof the developed
instituteshaveleadto concretejointproposalsfor further
research
underthe 5'hFrameworkprogram.It is expected
that additionally2 or 3 opportunities
for collaboration
proiectswill emerqewith suchpartners
Activity

FORESEENCOLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES
Pleasetick appropriateboxes({) co espohdinglo your mostprobablefollow-ap,
R&D

Furtherresearch
or development

/

FIN

Financialsupport

tr

LIC

Licenceasreement

tr

VC

funding
Venturecapital/spin-off

tr

MAN

Manufacturingagreement

tr

PPP

partnership
Private-public

D

MKT

Marketingagreement/Franchising tr

INFO

training
Informationexchange,

/

JV

Joint venture

CONS Availablefor consultancY

U

Other

2.2 : Quantifieddata for each

./
n

(pleasespecifo)

s main result

Items
Economicimpacts(in EURO)
# of licensesissued(within EU)
# of licensesissued(outsideEU)
Totalvalueoflicenses(in EURO)
joint ventures...)
# of entrepreneurial
actions(start-upcompany,
'
# ofdirectjobs created
# ofdirectjobs safeguarded
"
# ofdirectjobs lost

Currently
achieved
quantity I

Estimated
future
quantity b

50000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

50000
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

'
The addetl value or the number of items alreadv achieved to date.
b
Estimated quantty = estimation of the quantity ol the conesponding item or the number of items that you
foresee to achieve in thefuture (i.e. expectqtions within the next 3 years following the end of the project).

" "Directjobs" meansjobs within thepartner involved.Researchpostsare to be excludedfrom theiobs
calculation
# : numberof .--

(DHI Water& Environmentis an appliedresearchorganbation with a total of 480 employees.Thehead
ffice is locatedin Denmark.TheInstitute has a grossturnover of approx..290 Million DKK per year)
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2,7t

ofaheuseand ahedissemination
of

s

MANDATORYI N F ORMATI ON :
CONTRACT NUMBtrR:

ENV4 CT96 0263

PARTNER's NAME :

WL I Delft Hydraulics

PARTNER'sWEB SITE(if any) :

/
http://www.rvldelli.nl

CONTACT PERSON(S):
Name

Karel Heynert

Position/Title

SeniorHydrologist

Department

InlandWaterSystems

Address

Rotterdamseweg
185
2629HD Delft
theNetherlands
PostalAddress:P.O.Box177,2600MH Delft, theNetherlands

Telephone

+31-t5-2858585

Fax

+31-15-2858582

E-mail

.nl
Karel.Heynert@wldelft

No, TIILE (as in section1.2) AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN Rf,SULT(S)
Proceedinssofthe Concertedoction events

2

andflood
Improvedknowledgeofthe state-of-tlre-art
ofriver basinmodelling,management
mitisation

MARI(ET APPLICATION SECTORS
Pleasedescfibelhe possiblesectorsfor application using the NACE classificalion in Annex 2.
Market application sectors

T.I.P.Version3.0
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75
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TECHTJIOI,,GICALIMPI,EME NTATION PI.AN
FOR EACII MAIN RESULT, TIMETABLE OF TIIf, USE AND DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES
WITHIN TIIE Nf,XT 3 YEARS AFTER THE END OF TIIE PROJECT
Activity

andconsultancy
Marketresearch
servicesusingthe knowledge
gainedwithin the project
Promotethe knowledgeand
from RIBAMOD
understandins

Timescale
Brief descriptionof the activity, including main
(months)
milestonesand deliverables(and how it relatesto
data in sections1.5and 2.2).
0
on the trackrecordofthe Partner
Theprojectappears
(andotherPartners).Furtherresearch
bids arebeing
preparedbaseduponthe research
needsidentifiedin the
Concerted
Action.
0
of RIBAMOD
TheParfrrerwill presentaspects
seminarsandother
in conferences,
wheneverappropriate
events

FORf,SEENCOLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES
Pleasetick appropfiale boxes(/) cortespondingto yott mostprobdblefollow-up,
XIN

Financialsupport

tl

Licenceaeneement

./
D

VC

Venturecapital/spin-offfunding

n

MAIY

Manufacturingagreement

n

PPP

partnership
Private-public

tl

MKT

Marketingagreement{Franchising

tr

INFO

Information exch allge, training

./

JV

Jointventure

tr

CONS Availablefor consultancY

/

specifo)
Other (please

tr

R&D

or development
Furtherresearch

LIC

2.2 : Quantifieddata for each

s mainresult

Items
Economicimpacts(in EURO)
# of licensesissued(withinEU)
# of licensesissued(outsideEU)
Totalvalueof licenses(in EURO)
joint ventures...)
actions(start-upcompany.
# of entrepreneurial
# ofdirect iobscreated"

Currently
achieved
quantity'

Estimated
future
quantityb

50000

50000
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

# ofdirectjobs safeguarded"

0
# ofdirectjobs lost
o Theaddedvalue or the numberof itemsalreadvachievedto date.
t Estimatedquantity = estimation;f the qusntity of rheconespondingitem or the numberof ilemsthal yoa
foreseeta achievein thefuture (i.e. expectationswithin the next 3 yearsfollowing the endof theproject).
" "Direct jobs" meansjobs within thepmtner involved.Researchposts are to be excludedfromtheiobs
calculation
# : numberof ...

T.I.P.Version3.0
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2.7:

tion ofthe useand the dissemination
of

s

MANDATORY INFORMATION :
CONTRACT NUMBER:

Erw4 cT960263

PARTNER's NAME :

NATIONAL TECHNICAL UNN'ERSITY OF ATHENS

PARTNER'sWEB SITE (if any):

grl
httpJ/www.ntua.

CONTACTPERSON(S):
Name

Dr. EvanselosBaltas

Position/Title

Researcher

Department

Denartment
of WaterResources

Address

IroonPolytechniou
Zografos
15780
Greece

Telephone

+30| 7722883

Fax

+30| 7722879

E-mail

baltas@central.ntua.gr

No, TITLE (asin section1.2)AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN RESULT(S)
Proceedinss
ofthe Concertedactionevents

2

Improvedknowledgeofthe state-of-the-art
andflood
ofriver basinmodelling,management
mitisation

MARKET APPLICATION SECTORS
Pleasedescfibethepossiblesectorsfor application using the NACE classiJicationin Annex 2.
Market applicatiotrsectors

T.l.P. version3.0
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75
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TECHNOI'OGICAL IMPI'EMENTATION P IAN
FOR EACII MAIN RDSULT, TIMETABLE OF THE USf, AND DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES
WITHIN TIIE NEXT 3 YEARS AFTER THE trND OF TIIE PROJECT
Activity

Inclusionofthe knowledgeabout
Europeanflood problemsin the
Graduateprogrammes
of the
University

B rief descriptionofthe activity,includingmain
milestonesand deliverables(and how it relatesto
datain sections1.5and 2.2).
Knowledgegainedthroughthe ConcefedAction on the
Europeanfloodproblemsand on mitigationactionsis
beingintroducedin the Universityprogrammes

Timescale
(months)

12

Distributeon requestproj€ct
publications

Thereportswill be distributedon requestwhilst stock
permit.

2

Marketresearchandconsultancy
servicesusingtheknowledge
gainedwithin the project

Theprojectappears
on thetrackrecordofthe Partner.
Furtherresearch
bidsarebeingprepared
baseduponthe
research
Action.
needsidentifiedin the Concerted

6

FORf, SEEN COLI,ABORATIONS WITH OTIIER ENTITIES
Pleaselick appropriatehoxes(/) correspondingto your mostprobablefollow-up.
FIN

Financialsupport

tr

Licenceagreement

/
tr

VC

funding
Venturecapital/spin-off

tr

MAN

Manufacturing
agreemenl

tr

PPP

partnership
Private-public

O

MKT

Marketingagreement/Franchising tr

INFO

training
Informationexchange,

/

JV

Jointventure

CONS Availablefor consultancy

R&D

Furtherresearch
or der€lopment

LIC

tr

Other

/
tr

(pleasespecify)

2.2 : Quantifieddatafor eachpartner'smain result
Items
Economicimpacts(in EURO)
# of licensesissued(within EU)
# of licensesissued(outsideEU)
Totalvalueof licenses(in EURO)
joint ventures.
# of entrepreneurial
. .)
actions(start-upcompany,
# of directj obscreated'
# of directjobs safeguarded
"
# ofdirectjobs lost

Currently
achieved
quantity'

f,stimated
future
quantity b

0

60.000
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
I

U

0

0

0

'
The added value or the number of items alreadv achieved to tlate.
bEstimated quantity :
estimationZf the quantity ol the coftespomling item or the number of items that you
foresee to achieve in thefuture (i-e. expectations within the next 3 years following the end of the project).
'"Directjobs"meansjobswithintheparlnerinvolved.Researchpostsaretobeexcludedfromthejobs
calculation
# : numberof -..

T.l.P. I/ercion3.0
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TECE NOWGICA L IMP I.EME NTATIO N PI.AN
r
2,1 : Description of the use and the dissemination of result(s

MA NDA TOR Y IN FORMATI ON :
CONTRACTNUMBXR:

ENV4 CT96 0263

PARTNER's NAME :

PotsdamInstitute for Climate Impact Research

PARTNER'sWEB SITE(if any):

http://www.pik-potsdam.de/

CONTACT PERSON(S):
Name

Prol Dr. Axel Bronstert

Position/Title

Professorfor HydrologyandClimatology

Deparlmenf

DepartmentofGlobal ChangeandNatural Systems

Address

PotsdamInstitutefor ClimateImpactResearch
P.-O.-Box
601203
14412Potsdam
Germany

Telephone

+493312882531

Fax

+49 331 288 2695

E-mail

Bronstert@rz.uni-potsdam.de

No, TITLE (a8in section1,2) AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN RDSIILT(S)
I

Proceedinesofthe Concertedaction events

2

Improved knowledgeofthe state-of-the-artofriver basin modelling, managementand flood
mitisation

MARI(f, T APPLICATION SECTORS
Pleasedescfibethe possiblesectorsfor application rcing the NACE classificationin Annex 2.
Market applicationsectors

T.l.P. Vetsion 3.0
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TECHIiIOINGICAL IT/IPWME NTATION PTAN
FOR EACH MAIN RESULT, TIMETABLE OF THE USE AND DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES
WITHIN THE NEXT 3 YEARS AFTER THE END OF THE PROJECT
Timescale
Brief descriptionof the activity, including main
(and
(months)
it
relates
to
milestonesand deliverables
how
data in sections1,5 anil2.21.
Knowledgegainedthroughthe Concerted
Action on the 12
lnclusionof the knowledgeaboul
Europeanflood problernsandon mitigationactionsis
Europeanflood problernsin the
In
beingintroducedin the Universityprogrammes.
teachingprogrammesof Potsdam
particularit is very importantconcemingthe Oder-flood
Universify
eventin 1997.
ongomg
Acquisitionof R&D-projectsabout The RIBAMOD concertedactioncreatedan European
problems,
provide
flood
bothon national
expertnetworkandhelpedto
andcreate
knowledgeconcerning
andintemationallevel
the floodproblemsin Europe.
This hasbeenandis beingusedin orderto setup
proiects
variousresearch
on thisissue.
z
Distributeon requestproject
reports
The
will be distributedon requestwhilst stock
oublications
Defmit.
6
Market researchand consultancy
Theprojectappears
on thetrackrecordofthe Partner.
servicesusing the knowledge
Furtherresearch
bidsarebeingpreparedbasedupont}te
gainedwithin the project
research
needsidentifiedin the ConcerledAction.
Activity

FORDSEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTTIER ENTITIES
Pleasetick appropriateboxes(/) cofiesporrdinglo your mostprobablefollow-up.
FIN

Financialsupport

/

Licenceaereement

/
B

VC

funding
Venturecapital/spin-off

tr

MAN

Manufacturingagreement

D

PPP

partnership
Private-public

tr

MKT

Marketingagreement/Franchising tr

INFO

training
Informationexchange,

/

JV

Jointventue

CONS Availablefor consultancy

/

specifo)
Other (please

tr

R&D

Furtherresearch
or development

LIC

2.2 : Quantifieddatafor each

tr

s main result

Items
Economicimpacts(in EURO)
# of licensesissued(within EU)
# of licensesissued(outsideEU)
Total valueof licenses(in EURO)
joint ventures...)
# of entrepreneurial
actions(start-upcompany,
'
# ofdirect iobscreated
# ofdirectjobs safeguarded
"
# ofdirectjobslost

Currently
achieved
quantity "

Estimated
future

0
0
0

50.000
0
0
0

0

quantity

U

0

0
0

2

0

0
0

o
The added value or the number of items alreadv achieved to date.
h
Estimated quantity - estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or lhe number of items that you
foresee to achieve in thefuture (i.e. expectations within the next 3 years following lhe end of the project).
" "Direct jobs " meansjobs within the partner involved. Research posts are to be excludedfrom the jobs
calculalion
# : numberof ...

T.I.P.Venion3.0
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2.1:

n ofthe use and the dissemination of

TI ON :
MANDATO R Y I N FORJITA
CONTRACTNUMBER:

ENV4 CT96 0263

PARTNER,sNAME :

Universitv ofPadova

PARTNER'sWEB SITE(if any):

http://www.tesaf.unipd.itl

CONTACT PERSON(S):
Name

Dr Marco Borga

Position/Title

AssistantProfessor

Department

Department
of LandandAgroforestEnvironments

Address

Via Romea
Legnaro
35020
IT

Telephone

+39 49 8212681

Fax

+39 49 8272686

E-mail

it
Mborga@agripolis.unipd.

No, TITLE (asin section1.2)AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN RESULT(S)
I

Proceedinssof the Concertedaction events

2

andflood
Improvedknowledgeofthe state-of-the-art
ofdver basinmodellingmanagement
mitisation

MARIilT APPLICATION SECTORS
Pleasedescrihethepossihlesectorsfor application using the NACE classiJicationin Annex 2.
Market applicationsectors

T.I.P.I/etsion3.0
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X'OREACII MAIN RX,SULT,TIMETABLE OF TIfi USE AND DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES
WITHIN THE NEXT 3 YEARS AFTER THE END OF THE PROJECT
Activity

lnclusionof theknowledge
about
European
dimensionof flood
problemson the University
programs

Brief descriptionof the activity, including main
milestonesand deliverables(and how it relatesto
data in sections1,5and 2.2).
Knowledgegainedthroughthe Concerted
Action on the
problems
Europeandimensionofflood
andon
mitigationactionsis beingintroducedin the University
programs

Timescale
(months)

Distribute on requestproject
publications

The reportswill be distributedon requestwhilst stock
permit.

2

Market researchand consultancy
servicesusing the knowledge
gained within the project

The project appearson the track recordofthe Partner.
Furtherresearch
bidsarebeingpreparedbaseduponthe
researchneedsidentifiedin theConcerted
Action.

6

12

FORESEEN COLI.ABORATIONS WITII OTHER ENTITIES
Pleasetick appropriUe boxes(/) conespondingto lour moslprcbablefollow-ap.
R&D

Furtherresearch
or development

FIN

Financialsupport

tr

Licenceagreement

/
tr

LIC

VC

funding
Venturecapital/spin-off

tr

MAN

Manufacturing
agreement

tr

PPP

partnership
Private-public

tr

MKT

Marketingagreement/Franchising tl

INFO

training
Informationexchange,

/

JV

Joint venture

CONS Availablefor consultancy

/

specifo)
Other (please

tr

2.2 : Quantifieddata for each

tr

s main result
Currently
achieved
quantity "

Items

Economicimpacts(in EURO)
# of licensesissued(withinEU)
# of licensesissued(outsideEU)
(in EURO)
Totalvalueof licenses
joint ventures.
# of entrepreneurial
actions(start-upcompany,
. .)
# of directjobscreated"
'
# ofdirectjobs safeguarded
# ofdirectjobs lost

0
0
0
0
0
0

Estimated

future
quantityb
50.000
0
0
0

0

0

I
0

0

0

o
The added value or lhe number of items alreadv achieved to date.
b
Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity oJthe conesponding item or the number of items that you
foresee to achieve in thefutwe (i.e. expectations within the next 3 years following lhe end of the project).
" "Directjobs" meansjobs within the pmtner involved. Researchposts are to be excludedfrom thejobs
calculation
# = numberof ...

T.l.P. Yercion3.0
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A separutepart 3 mighl he completedby eachpflrtner f illing to set up nets colldborations,and seeking
disseminalionsupportfrom ,he CORDISsenices.
Thepart 3 must be consolidatedat the conso iwn IewI and transmittedto the Commissionb),lhe coordinator.

PARTS 3 WILL BE DISSEMINATED BY THE COMMISSION

None sought
CONTRACT NUMBER:

ENV4-CT96-0263

PARTNER'sNAMEr:
R.ESULTNO& TITLE
COLLABORATIONS SOUGHT
Pleasetick uppropriateboxes(/) cotesponding to your needs.
R&D
LIC

Furtherresearch
or develooment
Licenceasreement

tr
tr

FIN
vc

Financialsupport
VenlurecaDital/sDin-off
lirndine

tr
tr

MAN

Manufacturins asreement

D

PPP

Private-nrrhlicnartnershin

tr

MKT

Markelinsasreemenl,/Franchisino

n

TNFO

Informalion exchanse

D

JV

Jointventure

D

tr
CONS Availablefor consultancv
specifu) tr
Other (nlease

I The CORDIS databasewill include
all details ofthe contactpersonas they are provided in section2.1
3.0
T.l.P.Version
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POTENTIAL OFFERED FOR FIJRTHER DISSEMINATION AND USf,
Please,clearly describeyour input, the value and interest of the applicalions snd the disseminatianand use
thal vou can

PROFILE OF ADDITIONAL PARTNER(S) FOR FI]RTHER DISSEMINATION AND USE

confirmthe informationcontainedin part 3 of this Technological
Implementation
PlanandI authoriseits
dissemination
to assistthis searchfor collaboration.
Signature:

T.l.P. I/ersion3.0
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All projectsareexpected
to meetEuropeaninterests.
This sectionshouldprovidean appraisalofyout project
in termsof European
addedvalueandsupportto the implementation
ofEuropeanUnionpolicies.
1. Communityaddedvalueand contributionto EU policies
1,1f,uropeandimensionofthe problem
(The extentto which the project hascontributedto solveproblemsat Europeanlevel)
andin Europe
Floodingremainsoneofthe mostseriousnaturalhazardsexperienced
by communities
is the mostsignificanttypeofnaturaldisaster,in termsoflossesto propertyandinvestment,
ifnot to life,
andbasin
causingsubstantial
damage,disruptionanddistresswher€verit strikes.Traditionalengineering
management
m€asures
canreducethe frequencyat which floodingoccurs,but it is not feasibleto eliminate
this risk to the peopleandbusinesses
thatoccupyriver flood plains. Thereis a perception
thatextreme
floodingis becomingmorefrequentthroughchangesin the climate,with globalwarmingpotentially
andwamingis
enhancingthe strengthofthe hydrologicalcycle. Thusthe importanceof floodforecasting
time to
increasingasa sustainable
meansofmitigationofthe effectsofflooding by providingcommunities
of areasin
tak€preventative
measures
to reducepersonalfinanciallossesandfacilitatethe safeevacuation
timesof extremehazard.
RIBAMOD exploredmajorissuesin flooddefenceplanningandmanagement
identifing common
themesandnationaldifferences
in approachandperception
acrossEurope.Particularissueswerenotedon
disciplines
the management
of transboundary
riversandthe communication
betweenthe differingprofessional
river
involvedin river andflood maragement.NBAMOD promoteddialoguebetweenresearchers,
managers
andpolicymakers;presenting
thestate-of-the-art
in severalMemberStatesandoutsidetheEU.
The expertmeetingsfocussedparticularlyon the European
researchandexpertiseon floodmodellingand
flood forecasting,
bringingtogetherin theprojectdocumentation
contributions
ftom expertsacrosstheEU.
Copiesofthe first printingof projecteventproceedings
havebeendistributedwidely andsomeare
now awaitinga decisionon reprintingby the Commission.
1.2Contribution to developingS&T co-operationat internationallevel,Europeanaddedvalue
(Developmentofcrilical rnassin human and financial terms; combinationof complementary
expertiseand resourcesavailableEurope-wide)
The exchange
of ideas,sharedexperience,
andinteractionof bestpracticepromotedby the Concerted
will
Action shouldbeginto reduceduplicationof elfort within nationalandregionalauthorities.Exchanges
help interactionbetweenregionswithin a nation,but will be highly relevantwhereadjacentnationstatesshare
catchmentareasandriver systems.In its implementation,
this ConcertedAction contributedto harmonisation
betweenEuropeancountries,apartfrom simply improvingdissemination
of researchto users. In total there
were over 200 participantsat the RIBAMOD events,representingevery Member State(exceptLuxembourg)
togetherwith Switzerland,
Norway,Hungary,Poland,CzechRepublic,theUSA andArgentina.
underthe3'o
TheEuropean
Union hasmadea considerable
anddevelopment
investmentin research
4'n
and FrameworkProgrammes
of research
Thepurposeof theRIBAMOD Concerted
anddevelopmentAction wasto capitaliseon thepotentialofthis invesfnent,with respectto hydrologicalrisk, by promotingthe
dissemination
throughoutEuropeandidentiling funherRTD needs.RIBAMOD involvedthe Coordinators
and Partnersof several4'nFrameworkprojectsin promotingtheir currentadvances
from EC research.
Theparticipants
in RIBAMOD included
o academicresearch
teams
. independent
research
institutes(publicandprivateinstitutions,includingsomeprivateSME)
o nationalgovemment
departments
. publicauthorities
andexeculive
agencies
. insurance
brokersandre-insurers
. youngresearchers
andstudents
T.I.P. Yersion3.0
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1.3Contribution to policydesignor implementation
(Contribution to oneor more EU policies;RTD connectedwith standardisationand r€g[lation
at Community and/or nationallevels)
RIBAMOD contributedto the following policyareas
Management
andsustainability
of waterat thecatchmentscale(asenvisaged
undertheproposed
WaterFrameworkDirective)
Standardisation
ofdata exchange
betweennationson imminenthazardsfor warningpurposes
Responding
to the impactsof climatechange
The fight againstnaturalhazards,specificallyimprovingpublicsafetyfrom flood risks.
projects
TheRIBAMOD ConcertedAction wasan earlyexampleof thebenefitsof clusteringresearch
to ensurethat researchfundedby the EC has direct end-userrelevance. The interchangeof ideasand
and
informationbetweenleadingresearchand useragenciesshouldhelp in the longerterm the development
establishment
of commonEuropeanstandards.This is neededin particularin flood forecasting
andcatchment
wamingdissemination
whichrequireseffectivecross-border
co-operation.

2. Contribution to Communitysocialobjectives
2.1 Improving the quality of life in the Community:
In recentyearstherehasbeenseriouswidespread
floodingwithin manyofthe MemberStatesof tJre
EuropeanUnion.This hasresultedin lossof life, risksto public health,damageto property,infrastructure
and
businesses
and damageto ecosystems.
The significanteconomicand socialimplicationsof this haveled to
growingconcernand disquietwithin the EuropeanUnion becauset}te frequencyof major flood eventsmay
increaseas a direct consequence
of global warming. Theseconcernsover public safetyand healthin the
contextof uncertainlrover climaticand land usechangeare also reflectedin the priority actionon Natural
Hazardsin the EESDprogramme
of the 5'hFramework.Many majorcities,dueto theirhistoricoriginsare
locatedby coastsor rivers,and despiteplanning,and majorengineering
works,canneverbe fully protected
againstsevereevents. Although there have been high investmentsin flood protectionduring the recent
decades,
flood damagehasbeenincreasingaswell, mainlybecauseofthe increased
on the land
investments
behindthe embankments.
Post-stress
traumais now becominga well-recognised,
aspect,
if poorlyunderstood
in the remit of naturalhazardmanagement.This equatlyappliesto landslideincjdents,where clean-up
operationshave to be gearedto urgent public health issues,as well as restorationof normal working
conditions.Reliable flood forecastingand flood zoning, along with developmentplanningfor unstable
geologicalconditions,hasthus becomeincreasinglyimportantin communityrisk management
and disaster
preparedness.

2.2 Provisionof appropriateincentivesfor monitoring and creatingjobs in the Community
(including useand developmentof skills) :
RIBAMOD mayhavethe followingimpactson emplcymentwithin the EC:
Theprojecthasencouraged
thedevelopment
skills (andthe
andtransferofflood risk management
justification)
underlyingscientific knowledge/
acrossEurope
The projectmayleadto thedevelopment
of modellingtoolsandexpertsystemsthatmaybe exploited
commerciallyfor usein Europeandworld-widefor flood risk mitigationandmanagement.
Thepaperby
Casale& Samuels(1998),producedin the RIBAMOD ConcertedAction,showsthat European
consultancy
companies
dominatethe international
exportmarketin thewatersector,with 9 out ofthe 13
largestexportersbeingof European
origin.It is thusofboth strategicandeconomicinterestfor Europeto
keepits leadingpositionin thisbusin€sssectorthroughinitiativessuchasRIBAMOD.
RIBAMOD however,will haveno (or at bestlimited)directimpacton massemployment.However,it
shouldassistmanagers
within thewaterindustryto undertakeassetmanagement
andoperationmore
effectively.This wouldreducethe risk of floodingto the community,so reducingthe potentialsocialand
economicimpactof floodingwhichwould directlyimpacton employmentin theregion.
T.l.P.I/ersion3.0
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Monitoring equipmentfor Natural Hazardsis often very specialisedand producedby specialistsmall
and medium enterprises(SME), likewise the design and implementationof monitoring and waming systems
involves specialistconsultants,which are often SMEs. Disseminationof the RIBAMOD ConcertedAction
outputsthus may improve the prospectsofspecialist organisationsin the SME sector,not only for work within
the EU but by building capability and capacity that has intemational expoft potential.
It is intendedto submit a proposalto the EC for an Advanced Study Courseunder the Accompanying
Measuresinitiative of the 5'nFramework Programmeto disseminatesomeof the key themesof NBAMOD
and associated41hFramework ProgrammeprJjects to young researchersand profesiionals.

2.3 Supportingsustainabledevelopment,preservingand/or enhancingthe environrnent
(including use/conservation
of resources):
On a longertime scalethanweather,changesin the severityand frequencyoffloods may arisefrom
changesin climatic conditions. The Community aims at social developmentwithin a sustainable
environmental
fiamework. At the sametime, catchmentmanagement
flows to rivers
hasto achieveadequate
andwetlandsto supportvaluablehabitats,manygivena high level of protectionby EU directives,andalsoto
supplyrecreationalneeds,which are a major socialandeconomicfocus. The provisionof flood mitigation
throughnon-structural
measuressuchas regulation,land useplanning,preparedness
and flood warningare
sustainablemeansof reducinglossesof life and property. The RIBAMOD ConcertedAction identifiedthe
growingimportanc€of non-structural
meansof flood defence.
Failureofflood controlembankments
flooding. Thistypeofflooding is
canleadto catastrophic
likely to be veryrapidandsevere.Theimpactthatthis hason boththecommunityandenvironment
canbe
asshownby the experiences
devastating
in Polandduringthe Odrariver floodingin 1997.By disseminating
philosophythroughRIBAMOD projectshouldleadto:
cunentknowledgeandrisk management
development
ofpracticaltoolsandexpertsystemsfor useby endusersin floodrisk mitigationand
management
optimisingthe manag€ment
of assetswhich includesbalancingoperational
needswith potentialimpacton
thehumanuseandvalueof the environment(e.g.retainedwaterlevels,discharge
alongrivers,levelof
flood protectionofferedetc).
optimisingthe manag€ment
of controlstructures
through
to conserveandenhance
theenvironment
adoptionofoperatingprocedures
thatlakeaccountofthe needsofthe localecologl.

T.l.P-Yenioft3.0
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ANNEX 1: SUBJECTDESCRIPTORCODES

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
ll
l2
l3

t4
l5
16
't7

18
I9
20
2I
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3I
32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39
40
4l
42
43
44

ACARIANS
ACCIDENTOLOGY
ACCOTJNTING
ACOUSTICS
ADMINISTRATIVESCIENCES.
ADMINISTRATION
ADULTEDUCATION,PERMANENT
EDUCATION
AERONAUTICS
AGEING
AGRICULTURALCHEMISTRY
AGRICULTURALECONOMICS
AGzuCULTURAL
ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOGY
AGRICULTURAL MARKETING/TRADE
AGRICULTURALPRODUCTIONSYSTEMS
AGRICULTURALSCIENCES,
AGRICULTURE
AGRI-FOOD,AGRI-ENVIRONMENT
AGRONOMY
AIRTRAFFIC CONTROL
OPERATIONS/PROCEDURES/SLOT
ALLOCATION
AIRTRAFFICMANAGEMENT/FLOW
MANAGEMENT
AIRTRANSPORTTECHNOLOGY
AIRCRAFT
AIRPORTOPERATIONS/PROCEDURES
ALGAE
ALGEBRA
ALGEBRAICTOPOLOGY
ALGORITHMSANDCOMPLEXITY
ALLERGOLOGY
ALTERNATIVEPROPULSIONSYSTEMS
ANALYTICALCHEMISTRY
ANIMAL BANKS AND REPOSITORIES
ANIMALBIOTECHNOLOGY
ANIMAL
BREEDING/REPRODUCTIONAIUTRITION
ANIMALFEED, ANIMALPRODUCTION
ANIMAL HEALTH, ANIMAL WELFARE
ANIMALPARASITICDISEASES
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY
ANIMALPRODUCTS
ANTHROPOGENICIMPACT ON
ECOSYSTEMS
ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTIBIOTICS
ANTICANCERTHERAPIES
ANTI-FRAUD
APPLIEDMATHEMATICS
APPLIEDPIIYSICS
AQUACULTURE,AQUACULTURE
TECHNOLOGY
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45

46
47
48
49

50
52
53
54
ff

56
57
58
59
60
6l
DI

63
o.+

65
66
67
68
69
70

72
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
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ARCH]VISTICS/DOCUMENTATION/TEC
HNICAL DOCUMENTATION
ARCTICENVIRONMENT
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
ARTS
ASSESSMENTAND MANAGEMENT OF
LIVING RESOURCES
ASTRONOMY
S/PLANETARYGEOLOGY
ASTROPHYSIC
ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS
AUDIOVISUAL COMMUNICATION
AUTOMATION, ROBOTIC CONTROL
SYSTEMS
BACTERIOLOGY
BANKING
BENCHMARKING TECHNIQUES
BIOASSAYS
BIOCATALYSTS
BIOCFIEMICALTECHNOLOGY
BIOCHEMISTRY,METABOLISM
BIOCOMPLTTING,MEDICAL INFORMATICS,
BIOMATHEMATICS, BIOMETRICS
BIODEGRADATION
BIODIVERSITY
BIOFERTILIZERS
BIOGASPRODUCTION
BIOLOGICALCOLLECTIONS:MUSEA AND
RELATED INFORMATION RESOURCES
BIOLOGICALENGINEERING
BIOLOGICALMONITORING/RISK
FACTORSAND ASSESSMENT
BIOLOGICALSCIENCES,BIOLOGY
BIOMASSPROCESSINTEGRATIONAND
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
BIOMECT{ANICS.
BIOMEDICAL
ENGINEERING
BIOMEDICAL ETHICS
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
BIOMOLECULES,BIOPLASTICS,
BIOPOLYMERS
BIOPHYSICS,MEDICAL PHYSICS
BIOREACTORS
BIOREMEDIATION
BIOSAFETY
BIOSENSORS
BIOTECHNOLOGY"BIOENGINEERING
BIOTRANSFORMATION
BOREALFOREST
BRAIN DEVELOPMENT
BRAIN THEORY,BMIN MAPPING
BROADBANDTECHNOLOGIES
BROADCASTING
BROKERAGESERVICES
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION,SHELL
SUSTAINABILITY
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126 COMPUTATIONALCHEMISTRYAND
MODELING
ORGANISATIONAND PROCESSES
127 COMPUTATIONAL
92 CARBOCHEMISTRY,PETROCHEMISTRY,
MATHEMATICS
MATHEMATICS/DISCRETE
FUELSAND EXPLOSIVESTECHNOLOGY
128 COMPUTATIONALPHYSICS
93 CARBOTIYDRATES
AND OTHER
129 COMPUTERSCIENCE/ENGINEERING,
MACROMOLECULESMETABOLISM
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS, SYSTEMS,
94 CARBONDIOXIDE
CONTROL
CAPTURE/STORAGE/DISPOSAL
I 30 COMPUTERTECHNOLOGY/GRAPHICS,
SYSTEM
95 CARDIOVASCULAR
META COMPUTING
TRAINING
96 CARE AND HEALTH SERVICES.HELP TO
l 3 l COMPUTER-BASED
TT{EHANDICAPPED
132CONDENSEDMATTER: ELECTRONIC,
97 CELL COMMTJNICATION
MAGNETIC AND SUPERCONDUCTIVE
98 CENTRAL AND EASTERNEUROPEAN
PROPERTIES
COUNTRIES
I33 CONDENSEDMATTER: MECHANICAL AND
99 CERAMICMATERIALS AND POWDERS
THERMAL PROPERTIES
1OOCERTIFICATION
134CONDENSEDMATTER: OPTICALAND
101 CMMICALMETROLOCY
DIELECTNC PROPERTIES
IO2 CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGYAND
I J f CONDENSEDMATTER: SOFTMATTER
ENGINEERING
AND POLYMERPIIYSICS
IO3 CHEMISTRY/HOMOGENEOUS
AND
1 3 6CONSUMERSCIENCES,CONSUMERS'
HETEROGENEOUS
RIGHTS
CATALYSIS/THEORETICALNANOCHEMIS 137 CONTROL ENGINEERING
TRY
1 3 8COOPERATIVEWORKING
IO4 CHRONOLOGY,DATATION TECHNOLOGY 139 CORROSION
I05 CIVIL ENGINEERING(INCL PAVEMENTS
140 COSMOLOGY
AND STRUCTURES)
l 4 l CRIMINOLOGY
106 CLINICAL GENETICS,BIOLOGY
142 CROP,CROP
IO7 CLINICAL PHYSICS,RADIOLOGY,
INPUTSA4ANAGEMENTIIIELD
TOMOGRAPITY,MEDICAL
ESTIMATION
INSTRUMENTATION,MEDICAL IMAGING
143CULTURAL HERITAGE: PRESERVATION
IO8 CLINICAL RESEARCH,CLINICAL TRIALS,
STUDIES
AND RESTORATION/CULTURAL
COMPUTEzuSED
CLINICAL SYSTEMS
144CULTURECOLLECTIONS:MICROBIAL,
109 COAL MINING TECHNOLOGIES
CELL, TISSUE,GERMPLASM
1IO COASTALMORPHOLOGICALCHANGES
t 4 5 CURRICULUMSTUDIES
AND COASTAL DEFENSEMECHANISMS
146CYBERNETICS
11I COASTALZONE ECOSYSTEMSAND
147 CYTOGENETICS
MANAGEMENT
t 4 8 CYTOLOGY,CANCEROLOCY,ONCOLOGY
I 12 COATSAND SUR-FACE
TREATMENT
149 DATA PROTECTION,STORAGE
113 COCNITIVESCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY, CRYPTOGRAPTry
I 14 COLLOIDS
1 5 0DATABASES,DATABASE MANAGEMENT,
I 15 COMBINATORIALCIIEMISTRY
DATAMINING
I 16 COMBINED}IEAT AND POWERSYSTEMS
t ) t DECENTRALISED GENERATION OF
I 17 COMBUSTIONBASICSAND EFFICIENCY
ELECTRICITY/TIEAT
I I 8 COMMERCIALAND INDUSTRIAL
152DECISIONSUPPORTTOOLS
ECONOM]CS
1 5 3DEEP WATER EXPLOITATION
I I9 COMMON AGRICULTURALPOLICY
154DEMOGRAPHY
I2O COMMIINICATION
1 5 5DESIGN, DESIGN ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOGY
156DEVELOPMENTOF CLEAN FUELSFOR
121 COMMUNICATIONSCIENCES/HUMAN
TRANSPORT
COMPUTERINTERACTIONS
t57DEVELOPMENTPOLICIESAND STUDIES
I22 COMMTJNITYDEVELOPMENT,
1 5 8DEVELOPMENTTECHNOLOGY.ANIMAL
COMMUNITY STUDIES
GROWTH,ONTOLOGY,EMBRYOLOGY
I23 COMPANYRE.
r 5 9DIAGNOSTICS,DIAGNOSIS
ENGINEERING/ORGANISATIONAL
160DIGITAL SYSTEMS,DIGITAL
DEVELOPMENT
REPRESENTATION
124COMPOSITE
MATEzuALS
l 6 t DISABILITIES.TIANDICAPSAND
125COMPUTATIONAL
BIOLOGY
T{ANDICAPPED

90 BUSINESSCOMMUNICATION
9 l BUSINESSECONOMICS/STUDIES.
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162DISEASES:
I99 ENERGYMANAGEMENT SYSTEM
RARE/CHRONIC/DEGENERATIVE.
2OOENERGYMARKET ANALYSIS
ETIOLOGICFACTORS
2OI ENERGYPRODUCTIONFROM BIOMASS/
163 DIVERSIFICATIONIN
WASTE
AGRICULTURE/FORESTRY
202 ENERGYRESEARCIVRTDPOLICY
164DNA CHIP
203 ENERGY,RTNEWABLEENERGIES,
165 DNATHERAPIES
ELECTRICITYSTORAGE
166 DOWNSTREAMPROCESSING
204 ENGINEERING,CONCURRENT
167 'DRILLING TECHNOLOGY:DEEP
ENGINEERING
DRILLING'
205 ENTOMOLOGY,PLANT PARASITOLOGY
1 6 8DRUG ABUSE,ADDICTION
SPINOFFS,NEW
206 ENTREPRENEURSHIP,
169DRUG DISCOVERY,PROFILING,
TECFINOLOGYBASED BUSINESS
TARGETING
207 ENVIRONMENT,ENVIRONMENTAL
170DRYLAND AND ARID ZONE ECOSYSTEMS
SCIENCE
l 7 l EARTH OBSERVATIONAPPLICATIONS
208 ENVIRONMENTALECONOMICS,{'{ATURAL
AND POLICY
RESOURCES
ECONOMICS
172 EARTH OBSERVATIONTECHNOLOGY
209 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
AND INFORMATION EXTRACTION
2IO ENVIRONMENTAL
173EARTH SCIENCE,EARTH
IMPACTS/INTERACTIONS
OBSERVATION/STRATIGRAP}IY/SEDIMEN 2II ENVIRONMENTAL
TARY PROCESSES
INDICATORS/MONITORING/RISK
I74 EARTH SCIENCESFORCLIMATE
ASSESSMENT
RESEARCH
2I2 ENVIRONMENTALLAWTREATIES/POLICY
I75 ECOLOGY,ECOSYSTEMS,
ECOLOGICAL
2I3 EWIRONMENTAL
POLLUTION
EVOLUTION/DYNAMICS
TECHNOLOGY/ENGINEERING,
176 ECONOMICAND ENVIRONMENTIMPACTS
CONTROL
177 ECONOMICAND SOCIAL SCIENCES
214 EPIDEMIOLOGY
I78 ECONOMICSIN
2I5 ERGONOMICS
AGRICULTURE/FORESTRY/RURAL
216 EROSION
DEVELOPMENT
217 EUROPEANINTEGRATION
I79 ECONOMICSOF
218 EUROPEANLAW
DEVELOPMENT/GROWTTYINNOVATION
219 EUROPEANSTUDIES
I 80 ECONOMICS,ECONOMICPLANNING
220 EVALUATION
18I ECOSYSTEMRESEARCHAND
221 EXPLOITATIONOF RESEARCHRESULTS
CONSERVATION
222 EXTENSIFICATION
182 ECOTOXICOLOGY
223 EXTERNALITIES
1 8 3EDUCATION AND TRAINING, LIFELONG
224 F ARMHAUSECONSTRUCTION
LEARNING,REMOTELEARNING
225 FARMING SYSTEMS
1 8 4EDUCATIONAL MULTIMEDIA
226 FERMENTATION
1 8 5EDUCATIONALSCIENCES
227 FINANCIAL SCIENCE,FINANCE
1 8 6ELECTRICAL
228 FINE CHEMICALS,DYES AND INKS
ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOCY
229 FISTVFISTIERIES
187 ELECTROMAGNETISM
230 FISHINGMETHODOLOGIES/SELECTIVIry
1 8 8ELECTRONIC COMMERCE,ELECTRONIC
23I FOODAND DRINK TECHNOLOGY
PAYMENT. ELECTRONICSIGNATURE
232 FOODCHEMISTRY,FOODINGREDIENTS
1 8 9ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCTIANGE
233 FOODMICROBIOLOGY
1 9 0ELECTRONICHEALTH RECORDS
234 FOODPROCESSING/PACKAGING
1 9 1ELECTRONICPUBLISHING,AUTHORING
235 FOODQUALITY
TOOLS
MANAGEMENT,ryOUCY/LABELLING
I92 ELECTRONICS,ELECTRONIC
236 FOODTOXICOLOGY
ENGINEERING
237 FORESTECOSYSTEMS
I93 EMERGENCYMANAGEMENT
238 FORESTGENETICS
I94 EMISSION
239 FORESTP}IYSIOLOGYAND PATHOLOGY
195 EMPLOYMENTSTUDIES
240 FORESTPOLICY,FORESTMANAGEMENT
196 ENDOCRINOLOGY,SECRETINGSYSTEMS, 241 FORESTPROTECTION
DIABETOLOGY
242 FOR-EST
SCIENCES
197 ENERGYAND CLIMATE CHANGE
243 FORMAL SAFETYAND ENVIRONMENTAL
I98 ENERGYCONVERSIONPROCESSES
ASSESSMENT
OR
CYCLES/CONVERSION
FROM COAL
244 FREIGHTTRANSPORT
T.l.P.Yersioh3.ll
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245 FUEL CELLS
246 FUEI-S:ALTERNATIVE FUELSIN
TRANSPORTS
247 FTINCTIONALFOODS
248 FUNGI
249 FUTUREAND EMERGINGTECHNOLOGIES
250 GAS CONVERSION
25I GASTURBINESFORENERGY
CONVERSION
252 GASES,FLUID DYNAMICS,
PLASMAS/ELECTRICDISCHARGES
253 GASTRO-ENTEROLOGY
254 GENDERISSUES,CENDERSTUDIES
255 GENETHERAPY
256 GENERALPATHOLOGY,PATHALOGICAL
ANATOMY
257GENETICCOMPARATryEANALYSIS
258GENETICENGINEERING
259 GENETICMAPPING,GENESEQUENCE
260 GENETICRESISTANCE
26r GENETICSELECTION
zoz GENETICALLYMODIFIEDORGANISMS
zol GENETICS
264 GENOMES,GENOMICS
265 GEOGRAPHICINFORMATIONSYSTEMS
266 GEOGRAP}IY
GEOLOGICAL
ENGINEERING/GEOTECHNICS
268 GEOMETRY/TOPOLOGY
269 GEOPHYSICS,
PHYSICAL
OCEANOGRAPFry,
METEOROLOGY,
GEOCHEMISTRY,TECTONICS
270 GERONTOLOGYAND GERIATRICS
271 GLOBAL CI{ANGE:BIOGEOCIIEMICAL
AND FryDROLOGICALCYCLES
272 GLOBAL CIIANGE:CLIMATE CHANGE
273 GLOBAL CHANGE:HUMAN HEALTH
274 GLOBAL CTIANGE:LAND COVERAND
DEGRADATION
275 GLOBAL CHANGE:OZONEAND
ATMOSPHERICCOMPOSITION
276 GLOBAL CYCLES OF ENERGY AND
MAT'TER
277 GREENTECHNOLOGIES/CI{EMICALS
278 GRID CONNECTION
279 TIAZARDS:INDUSTRIAL
280 HAZARDS:NATURAL
28I MALTH AND POPULATION,HEALTH
EDUCATION
282 HEALTH FINANCING/ ECONOMICS
283 HEALTH NSK EVALUATION
284 HEALTH SCIENCES/POLICIES/LAW
285 HEALTH SERVICEMANAGEMENT
286 HEALTH SYSTEMSRESEARCH
287 HEALTH, HEALTH PTIYSICS
288 HETEROGENEOUS
CATALYSIS
289 HIGH CONTAINMENT,HIGHT
CONTAINMENTFACILITIES
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?90 HIGH FREQUENCYTECHNOLOGY,
MICROWAVES
291 HIGH-THROUGHPUTSCREENING
292 HISTOLOGY,CYTOCHEMISTRY,
HISTOCHEMISTRY,TISSUECULTURE
293 HISTORY
294 HISTORYAND PHILOSOPHYOF SCIENCE
AND MEDICINE
295 HOME SYSTEMS
296 HORMONES
297 HORTICULTURE,ORNAMENTALPLANTS
?98 HUMAN FACTORSIN TRANSPORT
299 HUMAN GENETICS
300 HUMAN RIGHTS
3 0 1HUMAN SCIENCES,
HUMANITIES
302 HVAC SYSTEMSAND MANAGEMENT
303 TryBRID AND ELECTRICVEHICLES
304 TIYDROBIOLOGY,MARINE BIOLOGY,
AQUATIC ECOLOGY,LIMMOLOGY
305 I{YDROCARBONSEXPLORATIONAND
PRODUCTION
306 I{YDROELECTRICITY/SMALL
TIYDRO/}IYDROPOWER
307 I{YDROGEN
308 HYDROGEOLOGY,GEOGRAPHICALAND
GEOLOGICALENGINEERING
309 IDENTIFICATIONSYSTEMS
3 1 0IMAGING, IMAGE PROCESSING
3 1 1IMMUNOLOGY,IMMTINOTHERAPY,
IMMUNOASSAYS
312 IN VITRO TESTING/TRIALMETHODS
3t3 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
314 INDUSTRIAL POLICY/RELATIONS
3 1 5INDUSTzuALPSYCHOLOGY/SOCIOLOGY
3 1 6INDUSTRIALTECHNOLOGY/ECONOMICS
317 INFECTIONS
3 1 8INFORMATICS
319 INFORMATICSLAW
370 INFORMATIONMANAGEMENT
321 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY/SCIENCE
MANAGEMENT
322 INFRASTRUCTURE
INLAND NAVIGATION
324 INNOVATION ASSISTANCE
325 INNOVATION FINANCE
326 INNOVATION MONITORING
INNOVATION POLICY/STUDIES
328 INNOVATION TRAINING
329 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
330 INSECTS
331 IN STRUMENTATION TECHNOLOGY
INTANGIBLE INVESTMENTS
JJJ
INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT
334INTEGRATED GLOBAL SAFETY
J J ) INTEGRATIONOF RENEWABLEENERGY
SYSTEMS
336INTELLECTUALPROPERTY
INTELLIGENTAGENTS
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338 INTELLIGENTVEHICLESAND
WATERBORNETRANSPORTSYSTEMS
339 INTERMODALTRANSPORT
340 INTERNATIONAL
COMMERCE/ECONOMICS
34I INTERNATIONALTREATIES/
MULTILATERAL AGREEMENTS
342 INTERNETTECHNOLOGIES
343 INVERTEBRATES
344 JOURNALISM
345 KNOWLEDGEENGINEERING
346 LABOUR MARKET STUDIES/ECONOMICS
347 LANDUSE
PLANNING/LANDSCAPE/LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE
348 LANGUAGE
SCIENCES/ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOGY,
LINGUISTICS
349 LARGE SCALEGENERATIONOF
ELECTRICITY/HEAT
350 LASERTECHNOLOGY
35l LAW: INTERNATIONAL/ PRMTE /
PUBLIC
352 LEARNINGMECHANISMS
353 LIBRARY SC]ENCE/SYSTEMS
354 LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
355 LIPIDS.STEROIDS.MEMBRANES
356 LIQUID BIOFUELS
357 LOGISTICS
358 LOW INPUT PRODUCTION
(INCL. MONETARY
359 MACROECONOMICS
ECONOMICS)
360 MACROMOLECULARCHEMISTRYAIEW
MATERIAL/SUPRAMOLECULAR
STRUCTURES
36I MACROSOCIOLOGY
362 MAINTENANCEMANAGEMENT
363 MANAGEMENTOF ENTERPRISES
364 MANAGEMENTOF URBAN AREAS
365 MANAGEMENT STUDIES
366 MARINEECOSYSTEMS
367 MARINE SCIENCES/MARITIME
STUDIES
368 MARINE: INSTRUMENTATION AND
UNDERWATERTECHNOLOGY
369 MARINE: OCEANOGRAPHY(PHYSICAL
ANDOPERATIONAL)
370 MAzuTIME SAFETY
37I MARKET
ANALYSIS/ECONOMICS/QUANTITATIVE
METHODS
372MARKET STUDY, MARKETING
5t5
MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY/ENGINEERING
374 MATI{EMATICAL ANALYSIS/PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIALEQUATIONS
375MATHEMATICAL LOGIC: SETTHEORY,
COMBINATORICS/SEMANTIC
S
376MATHEMAT]CAL PTrySICS
MATHEMATICS
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378 MECFIANICALENGINEERING,
HYDRAULICS,VIBRATION AND
ACOUSTICENGINEERING
379 MEDIA STUDIES/LAWA4ASS
COMMUNICATIONS
380 MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
3 8 1MEDICAL SCIENCES/RESEARCH
382 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
3 8 3MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY
384 MEDICINE(HUMAN AND VERTEBRATES)
3 8 5MEMBRANETECHNOLOGY
386 MENTAL STRESS
387 METABOLIC REGULATIONAND SICNAL
TRANSDUCTION
3 8 8METAL TECHNOLOGY AND METAL
PRODUCTS
389 METALLURGY
390 METROLOGY,PHYSICAL
INSTRUMENTATION
3 9 1MICROBIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY.
MICROBIAL MODELLING
39? MICROBIAL SYSTEMATICS/DIVERSITY
393 MICROBIOLOGY
394 MICROECONOMICS (TMORETICAL AND
APPLIED)
395 MICROELECTRONICS
MICROMACHINING
396 MICROENGINEERING,
397 MICROSYSTEMS
3 9 8MINING
J99 MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
400 MODELLINGA,IODELLINGTOOLS.3.D
MODELLING
4 0 t MOLECULARBIOLOGY
402 MOLECULARBIOPHYSICS
403 MOLECULARDESIGN.DE NOVO DESIGN
404 MOLECULAREVOLUTION
405 MOLECULARGENETICS
406 MOLECULARMARKERSAND
RECOGNITION
407 MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES
408 MOTHER AND CHILD TIEALTH
409 MOTORSAND PROPULSIONSYSTEMS
410 MOLINTAIN AND HIGHLAND
ECOSYSTEMS
4 l t MULTIMEDIA
412 MULTISENSORYTECHNOLOGY.MULTI.
SENSING
413 MUSEUM SCIENCE
414 MYCOLOGY
415 NANOBIOTECHNOLOGY
416NANOFABRICATION, NANOTECHNOLOGY
417 NARROW BAND TECHNOLOGIES
4 1 8NATURAL GAS
419NATURAL HISTORYOF DISEASES
420 NATURAL OILS,FATSAND WAXES
EXPLORATION
421 NATURAL RESOURCES
422 NATURAL SCIENCES
NEMATODS
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469 PERIPHERALSTECHNOLOGIES(MASS
SECURITY
DATA STORAGE,DISPLAY
425NETWORKEDORGANISATIONS
TECHNOLOGIES)
NEUROBIOLOGY,NEUROCHEMISTRY,
470 PERI.URBANAGRICULTURE
NEUROLOGY,NEUROPSYCHOLOGY,
411 PESTICIDES,
BIOPESTICIDES
PETROLEUM
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
PETROCHEMISTRY,
421 NEUROINFORMATICS
ENGINEERING
428NEUTRONPHYSICS
PETROLOGY,MINERALOGY,
429NEW MEANS OF TRANSPORT
GEOCHEMISTRY
430NITROGENFIXATION
474 PHARMACEUTICALSAND RELATED
431NOISEAND VIBRATIONS
TECHNOLOGIES
432NON-COMMUNICABLEDISEASES
PIIARMACOLOGICALSCIENCES.
TOXICOLOGY
433NON-LINEARDYTIAMICSAND CHAOS
PHARMACOGNOSY,
THEORY
476 PHOTONICNETWORKS
434NON-METALLIC MTNERALTECHNOLOGY 477 PHOTOVOLTAICSYSTEMS,CELLSAND
435NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
MODULESMANUFACTURING,
436NUCLEAR ENGINEERINGAND
TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENT
MATTER
TECHNOLOGY
418 PHYSICALCHEMISTRY/SOFT
437 NUCLEAR MEDICINE,RADIOBIOLOGY
479 PHYSICALGEOGRAP}ry,CARTOGRAP}IY,
438 NUCLEARPIIYSICS
CLIMATOLOGY
439 NUCLEICACID METABOLISM
480 PFIYSICALMEDICINE,KINESITTIERAPY,
440 NUCLEIC ACIDS,POLYNUCLEAOTIDES,
REVALIDATION,REHABILITATION
PROTEINSYNTHESIS
4 8 1P}rySICAL SCIENCES
44I NUMBER THEORY,FIELD THEORY,
482 PHYSICALSTRESS
ALCEBRAIC GEOMETRY.GROUPT}IEORY
483 PIrySICSOF FLUIDS
442 NUTRITION
484 PHYSIOLOGICALDISORDERS
443 OBSERVATIONSYSTEMS/ CAPACITY /
485 PHYSIOLOGY
DATASETS/ INDICATORS
486 PIIYTOREMEDIATION
444 OCCUPATIONALHEALTH. INDUSTRIAL
487 PI{YTOTECHNOLOGY,
MEDICINE
PHYTOPATHOLOGY,CROPPROTECTION
445 OCEAN/ENERGY
488 PIPELINETECFINOLOGY
446 ODONTOLOGY,STOMATOLOGY
489 PLANT AND ASSOCIATED
447 OFFSHORETECHNOLOGY,SOIL
MICROORGANISMBIOTECHNOLOGY
MECTIANICS,TIYDRAULICENGINEERING 490 PLANT BIOCHEMISTRY
448ON-LINE INFORMATIONSERVICES,ON491 PLANT BIOLOGY
LINE DEMOCRATY,ON.LINE BUSINESS
492 PLANT GENETICS/SELECTIONIBREEDING
449OPERATIONSRESEARCH,ACTUARIAL
493 PLANT HEALTTVPROTECTION
MATHEMATICS
494 PLANT INPUTSA{UTRITION/PRODUCTION
450OPTICALMATERIALS
495 PLANT P}IYSIOLOGY
4 5 1OPTICS
496 PLANT PRODUCTS
452OPTRONICS
497 POLITICAL
4s3 ORGANICCHEMISTRY
SCIENCES/THEORY/ECONOMY/COMPARA
454ORGANIC FARMING
TIVE POLITICS
455ORGANICWASTE
498 POLYMERTECHNOLOGY.BIOPOLYMERS
456ORGANOMETALLICCHEMISTRY
499 POPULATIONGENETICS
457OR?HAN DRUGS
500 PORTMANAGEMENT
458OTHERRENEWABLEENERGYOPTIONS
s 0 tPOSITIONINGAND GUIDANCESYSTEMS
4s9 OTORHINOLARYNC'OLOGY,AUDIOLOGY,
502 POSTTIARVESTTREATMENT - FOOD
AUDITIVE SYSTEMAND SPEECH
503 POSTTIARVESTTREATMENT - NON-FOOD
460 PALEOCLIMATOLOGY
504 PR,ECISION
ENGINEERING
4 6 1PALEONTOLOGY/PALEOECOLOGY
DISEASES
PRION
505
462PAPERTECHNOLOGY,RECYCLING
506 PROBABILITYTHEORY
4()J PARASITOLOGY(HUMAN AND ANIMAL)
50't PROCESS
EFFICIENCY
464 PARTICLEPHYSICSTIELDSTHEORY
ENCINEERING
508 PROCESS
465 PASSENGERTRANSPORT
509 PRODUCTIONTECHNOLOGY
SYSTEMS
466 PATENTS.COPYRIGHTS.TRADEMARKS
5 1 0PROGRAMMING/INFORMATION
467 PATHOLOGY
5 l l PROJECTENGINEERING
468 PATHOPI{YSIOLOGY
512 PROTEINS,ENZYMOLOGY,PROTEIN
ENCINEERING

424NETWORKTECI{NOLOGY,NETWORK
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PROTEOMICS
5I3 PROTEOMES,
5 I 4 PSYCHIATRY,MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY,
PSYCI{OSOMATICS
5I 5 PSYCHOLOGICAL
SCIENCES,
PSYCHOLOGY
516 PUBLICADMINISTRATION
517 PUBLICHEALTH
5I8 PUBLICPERCEPTION,
PUBLIC RELATIONS
5I9 PUBLICPOLICYSTUDIES
520 PUBLISHING
521 PULPTECHNOLOGY
522 QUALITY, QUALITY CONTROL,
TRACEABILITY
523 QUANTUMINFORMATIONPIIYSICS
524 QUANTUMMECHANICS
525 QUANTUMTECHNOLOGY
526 R&DPOLICYANDPROGRAMME
EVALUATION AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT
527 RADIODIAGNOSTICS,
RADATION
BIOLOGY
528 RADIOECOLOGY
529RAILWAYTRANSPORTTECHNOLOGY
530 REACTIONMECHANISMSAND DYNAMICS
53I REACTORSAFETY
532 REFERENCEMATERIALS/METHODS
533 REFRIGERATIONANDCOOLING
534 REGIONAL
ECONOMICS/STUDIES/DEVELOPMENT
535 REHABILITATIONSYSTEMS
536 REMOTESENSING
537 REPRODUCTIVEHEALTH
538 REPRODUCTIVEMECHANISMS
539 R,ESEARCH
METHODOLOGYIN SCIENCE
540 RESEARCHNETWORKING
54I RESEARCHPOLICY
542RESERVOIRCI{ARACTERISATIONAND
MONITORING
543 RESIDUES
544 RESPIRATORYSYSTEM
545 RE-STRUCTURINCOFPUBLIC
ADMINISTRATIONS
546 ROAD SAFETY
547 ROADTRANSPORTTECHNOLOGY
548 RTDSYSTEMSANDPOLICIESANDTHEIR
INTERACTIONWITTIOTFIERRELATED
POLICIES
549 RURAL DEVELOPMENT,RURAL
SOCIOLOGYAND SOCIO-ECONOMICS
550 SAFETYTECHNOLOGY
551 SAMPLEBANKS
s52 SATELLTTE(TECHNOLOGY,SYSTEMS,
POSITIONING,COMMLTNICATION)
553 SCIENCEAND TECFINOLOGYINDICATORS
554 SCIENCEPOLICY
555 SCIENCE,TECHNOLOGYAND THE MEDIA
556 SEAFOOD
557 SEARCHAND RESCUE
558 SECURITYSYSTEMS
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SEMICONDUCTOR
PIIYSICSAND
559
TECHNOLOGIES
560 SENSORYSCIENCE,SENSORS,
INSTRUMENTATION
5 6 1SEROLOGYAND TRANSPLANTATION
562 SETASIDE
563 SIGNAL PROCESSING
564 SILVICULTURE,FORESTRY,FOREST
TECHNOLOGY
)b)
SIMULATION,SIMULATION ENGINEERING
566 SIMULATORTRAINING
561 SKELETON,MUSCLE SYSTEM,
RHEUMATOLOGY,LOCOMOTION
568 SMARTCARDS
569 SOCIALECONOMICS
570 SOCIALLAW
511 SOCIALMEDICINE
572 SOCIALSTIAPINGOF TECHNOLOGY
573 SOCIETALBEHAVIOUR
ASPECTSOF
574 SOCIO-ECONOMIC
ENVIRONMENTAL CTIANGE
R-ESEARCH
575 SOCIO.ECONOMIC
IMPACTSIN
576 SOCIO-ECONOMICAL
AGRICULTURE/PORESTRY/RURAL
DEVELOPMENT
577 SOCIO.ECONOMICS
578 SOCIOLOGY
579 SOFTWAREENGINEERING,MIDDLEWARE,
GROUPWARE
580 SOL SCIENCE,AGRICULTURAL
TryDROLOGY,WATER PROCESSES
58I SOLARCONCENTRATINGTECHNOLOGIES
AND APPLICATIONS
582 SOLID STATEP}IYSICS
583 SOLND ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOGY
584 SPACETECHNOLOGY
585 SPATIALINTEGRATIONIN BUILT
ENVIRONMENT
586 SPEECHCOMMLTNICATION
587 SPEECHPROCESSING/TECHNOLOGY
588 STANDARDISATION,STANDARDISATION
OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES
589 STATISTICALPHYSICS
590 STATISTICS
59I STRUCTURAL
BIOLOGY/DETERMINATION/FLINCTION
s92 SUPERCONDUCTORS
593 SURFACECHEMISTRY
594SURFACEPIIYSICS
595SURVEILLANCE
596SURVEYING
597 SYNTHESISAND NEW MOLECULES
598SYSTEMSANALYSIS AND MODELS
DEVELOPMENT
599 SYSTEMSDESIGN/TTIEORY
600 SYSTEMSENGINEERING
60t SYSTEMS,CONTROL,MODELLING,AND
NEURALNETWORKS
602 TECHNOLOGICALSCIENCES
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603 TECHNOLOGYACCEPTABILITY
604 TECHNOLOGYASSESSMENTAND
FORESIGHT
605 TECI{NOLOGY
EVALUATION/MANAGEMENT
606 TECHNOLOGYPOLICY
601 TECFINOLOGYTRANSFER
608 TECHNOLOGYWATCTWALIDATION
609 TELECOMMIJNICATION
ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOGY
6I O TELESERVICES,
TELE-WORKING,TELEPAYMENT,TELE-MEDICINE
6I I TESTING,CONFORMANCETESTING
612 TEXT]LESTECHNOLOGY
613 THERAPEUTIC
SUBSTANCES
614 THERMAL ENGINEERING.APPLIED
THERMODYNAMICS
615 TIIERMODYNAMICS
616 TIMBER ENGINEERING
617 TISSUEBANKS/ENGINEERING
618 TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
619 TOWN AND COLTNTRY
PLANNING
620 TOXICITY AND TOXINOLOGY
62I TRACTION/PROPULSION
SYSTEMS
622 TRAFFICCONTROLSYSTEMS
623 TRAFFIC
ENGINEERING/INFRASTRUCTUR-EA,IANAG
EMENT SYSTEMS
624 TRANSACTIONSYSTEMS
625 TRANSGENEEXPRESSION
626 TRANSGENICCROPPLANT
627 TRANSHIPMENTSYSTEMS
628 TRANSPORTDEMAND MANAGEMENT
629 TRANSPORTECONOMICS
630 TRANSPORTINFORMATIONSYSTEMS,
FLEET MANAGEMENT
63I TRANSPORT
INFRASTRUCTURE/MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
632 TRANSPORTMODELLING/SCENARIOS
633 TRANSPORTOF GAS AND LIQUID FUELS
634 TRANSPORTPOLICYILAW
635 TRANSPORTSAFETY/SECURIry
636 TRANSPORTTECHNOLOGY/ENGINEERING
637 TRANSPORTTELEMATICS
638 TRANSPORT,TRANSMISSIONAND
DISTRIBUTIONOF ELECTRICITY
639 TROPICALAGRICULTURE
640 TROPICALECOSYSTEMS
64I TROPICALFORESTRY
642 TROPICALMEDICINE
643 URBAN DEVELOPMENT/ECONOMICS
644 URBANFORESTRY
645 URBAN GOVERNANCEAND DECISION
MAKING
646 URBAN QUALITY OF LIFE
647 URBAN SOCIOLOGY
648 URBANTRANSPORT
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649 URBAN: SUSTAINABLECITIESAND
RATIONAL RESOURCEMANAGEMENT
650 URBAN: TECHNOLOGIESFORTHE BUILT
ENVIRONMENT
6 5 1UROLOGY,NEPHROLOGY
652 USERCENTREDDESIGN,USABILITY
653 USERMODELLING
654 VACCINES
655 VACUUM/HIGH VAC UUM TECHNOLOGY
656 VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY
657 VENTURTCAPITAL
6 5 8VESSELTRAFFICMANAGEMENT
659 VETERINARYMEDICINE
660 VIRTUAL ORGANISATIONS
66r VIRTUAL RTALITY
662 VIRUS, VIROLOGY
663 VULCANOLOGY/SEISMOLOGY
664 WASTE BIOTREATMENT
665 WASTE MANAGEMENT/RECYCLING
666 WATER RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT/ENGINEERING
667 WATER TRANSPORTTECHNOLOGY,
SHIPBUILDING
668 WATER: FRESHWATER ECOSYSTEMS
669 WATER: }IVDROLOGY
670 WATER: MONITORING / QUALITY /
TREATMENT
671WATER: RATIONAL AND EFFICIENTUSE
672 WATERBORNETRANSPORT
o / J WAVE/TIDAL ENERGY
674 WEEDS
675 WELFARESTUDIES
676 WETLAND ECOSYSTEMS
677 WIND ENERGY
MANUFACTURING/TECHNOLOGIES
678 WIND TURBINE ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT
679 WIRELESSSYSTEMS,RADIO
TECHNOLOGY
680 WOMEN'SSTUDIES
6 8 1WOOD ENGINEEREDPRODUCTS,
PARTICLEAND FIBREBOARDS
BY MECTIANICAL
682 WOOD PROCESSING
MEANS
683 WORLD TRADE ORGANISATION
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ANNEX2:
NACE codesfor businessactivities

'

lncludes:majorassemblies
suchas fuselages,
wings,doors,controlsurfaces,
helicopter
landinggear,fuel tanks,nacelles,airscrews,
rotorsandpropelledrotorblades,motorsandenginesof a kind typicallyfoundon aircraft,partsof turbojetsandturbopiopellers

TECH NOLOGICAL IMPLEMENTATIO N PI.A N

'

qf gliders,harg-gliders,manufacture
This includes:manufacture
of dirigiblesandballoons,manufacture
andspace€raft
of spacecraft
launchvehicles,satellites,
planetary
prob€s,orbitalstations,shuttles,manufacture
etc.
of aircraftlaunchinggear,deckarresters,
manufacture
of groundflying trainenHowever35.3shouldexcluiles:manufacture
of parachutes,
military ballisticmissiles,ignition
engines,instruments
usedon aircraft,andair navigationsystems.
Partsa]ldotherelectricalpansfor internalcombustion
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